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7100 PLUS SIX .. .
Fulton's Oldest Resident
Observes Birthday In Bed
Mrs. Ethel Byrd observed her birthday here Mon-
day, but this time not in the usual fashion.
Fulton's- oldest citizen, Mrs. Byrd spent her 106th
birthday in bed, victim of a recent fall that fractured
her pelvis.
It has become traditional for Mrs. Byrd to hold
open house on her birthday. This year, however, only a
few friends called.
The usual big birthday cake, though, was presented
to her as usual by a Union City bakery.
And Gov. Bert T. Combs has commissioned her a
Kentucky Colonel, and the commission was presented
Monday by Mrs. Jo Westpheling, editor of the Fulton
News and manager of Radio Station WFUL.
Mrs. Byrd lives with her daughter, Mrs. S. L. Crav-
er and Mr. Craver.
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For as long as we can ramern-
bar the exchange of Christmas
greetings has held a special excite-
ment iii our lives. We just love to
open the mail these days and get
greetings from distance and near-
by friends wishing us cheer for the
holidays. We, in turn, make a real
production out of sending Christ-
mas cards., because it is a Ume
when we take time out from our
busy lives to remember and to
greet those people whose friend-
ship we cherish.
It was with more man excite-
ment that we opened and read a
Christmas card from W. I, Hol-
land, superintendent of city
schools. Usually, we open them,
glance at them for a moment, and
then after Christmas, we read
and re-read them and remember
many nice things about the people
who sent them. But the card tram
Mr. Holland captured our emo-
tions with such force that we had
to let you in on the most beauti-
ful, the most sincere, the most
thought-provoking message we
have ever read.
Mr. Holland's Christmas card
contained a letter addressed to
him and Mr. Abe Martin from one
of our all-time favorite people,
Lucille (Mrs. Jack) Burton. It so
expressed my own sentiments and
those of hundreds of parents who
wish that they could do half so
well, that we thought we would
re-print it for your consideration.
The letter is so true, so humble
and shows such gratitude I think
I would be in order if I thanked
Lucille for her beautiful words to
all teachers, for you and for me.
Here's the letter:
Fulton. Kentucky
May 14, 1960
Mr. Lawrence Holland
Mr J. M. Martin and Faculty
Dear, dear teachers:
So often we human beings have
thoughts and feelings, noble feel-
ings—yet we do not take time to
express or let them be known. My
feeling of appreciation for you
this week is so strong—I certainly
wanted to make it known to you.
I can never express my thanks
to each and everyone of you for
your wonderful leadership, guid-
ance, your time, patience, encour-
agement, help!ulness and coopera-
tion toward Judy.
Her high school days have been
so iewarding—and the many hon-
ors she ,has received would have
never ben possible without your
help and interest.
The baste mold of Judy's life
has been made. You have made
imprints on that mold—some
deeper than others—but all will
go with her through life.
As time goes by, and the future
becomes the past, I hope Judy will
be a person of whom you can
proudly say, "She was my stu-
dent."
For today, with deep gratitude
and humble thanksgiving for our
educational leaders, I can proudly
say, "They were Judy's teachers."
With sincere respect,
Mrs. Jack Burton
OPEN TILL 8 P. M.
The retail merchants of Fulton
will be open until 8.00 P. M. each
evening until Christmas Eve. On
Christmas Eve they will close at
6:00 P. M. They will be closed all
day December 26 and January 2.
Merry Chinning To All
Fulton Wins
Over Murray
Fulton City, hitting on a remark-
able 68 per cent of its shots from
the floor, dropped Calloway
County at Murray Saturday night
55-42
Fulton opened up a narrow lead
in the second quarter and widened
it steadily.
Kenneth Bradley provided the
scoring punch for Fulton, hitting
repeatedly on long one-hand jump
shots His 20 points was high for
the game.
Fulton City ... 12 27 39 55
Calloway County 11 20 30 42
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Governor Says j Four Teenagers
Sales Tax Helps Injured In Wreck
County's Needy Near Pryorsburg
Gov. Bert Combs announced this
week that increases in public as-
sistance payments will more than
cover the sales tax paid by these
needy people. He said the increas-
ed payments, resulting from the
sales tax will amount to $7.7 mil-
lion, when matched by federal
funds, and that if the needy re-
ceiving the payments spend it all
on taxaole items (which is doubt-
ful) they will pay only $2 million.
Monthly checks are given to the
needy aged, dependent children,
needy blind, and the permanently
and totally disal led. In Fulton
County, the aged received an
average payment of $49.41; de-
pendent children received an aver-
age payment of $49.16 per family;
the needy blind received an aver
age payment of $58.00; and the
permanently and totally disabled
received an average payment of
$51.82.
Merry Clirkname To All
Four teen-agers were injured,
one seriously, in an automobile ac-
cident three miles east of Pryors-
burg Sunday at 11:40 on the Mt.
Olive Rd.
State Police listed William Rob-
ert Thomas, 17, of Mayfield, route
4, as driver of the vehicle. Of-
ficers said the car driven by
Thomas skidded in loose gravel
and plunged end-over-end down a
15foot embankment.
Thoertas suffered cuts on the
head and possible internal injur-
ies-
Teddy Wayne Bell, 16, of Riney-
vine, Ky., a passenger in the car,
is in serious condition at Fuller-
Morgan Hospital suffering a brok-
en pelvis broken arm and leg, and
sveeral broken ribs.
Two other occupants of the car,
Lana Mays, 14, and Leslie Prit-
chard, 15, both of Wingo sustained
minor Injuries and were dismissed
after receiving first aid at the hos-
pital.
Merry ininstmeis To All
Santa Will Bring Cheer To The Needy
On Christmas As Jaycee Goal Is Passed
" . . . and Santa Claus will come to see you on
Christmas morning," that's the word from the Fulton
Junior Chamber of Commerce to more than 100 needy
families in the Fulton area. And the members of the
club did it the hard way, yet the satisfying way when
they pleaded for nearly twelve hours over Radio Sta-
tion WFUL en Monday.
The entire broadcast day wee
turned over to the Jaycees for
their special Christmas Badoet
Fund appeal, with members say-
ing the first good morning to area
listeners at five A. M. Loaded
with coffee, searemeitiebiled dad aro
urgency in their voices the Jay-
cees started getting donations,
large and small almost immediate-
ly. The Jaycettes went out to the
station as soon as the household
chores were out of the way and
the baby-sitters were on duty. The
wives of the Jaycee members kept
their husbands in condition for
announcing with hot coffee,
doughnuts and moral support.
Some mothers even brought the
small fry to the station to watch
the mammoth undertaking to raise
more than $1800 dollars to bring
happiness to boys and girls and
adults who might never have
know the joy of Christmas had it
not been for the Jaycees.
Each year the young men of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce set
the goals a little higher, embrace
a few more families, spread a lit-
tle extra cheer for the needy fam-
ilies in the area. This year, a bas-
ket of food, totalling $17.50 in
merchandise will be distributed to
families. Two Christmas parties
will be held for the children on
Saturday and each child will be
given a brand new one dollar bill
Widow Of Doctor
Buried Dec. 21
Mrs. Adrienne Seey Rose of
Dukedom, widow of Dr. Edgar E.
Rase of Graves County near Wa-
ter Valley, died at Jones Hospital
in Fulton at 7:25 p. m., after a
short illness. She was 85.
Mrs. Rose was born in Hickman
County, June 6, 1875, daughter of
the late Dr. George W. and Hiber-
nia Josephine Stephen Seey of
near Water Valley.
She was a member of the Je-
hovah Witness Church.
Mrs. Rose leaves five daughters,
Mrs. Velma Lafuze of Dukedom, a
teacher at South Fulton schools,
Mrs. Kathleen Golden of Water
Valley, Miss Nell Rose and Mrs.
Ewing Stark, both of St. Louis and
Mrs. Estes Cunningham of Duke-
dom; six grandchildren and sev-
eral nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held at
the Oak Grove Church of Christ
at 2 p. m. Wednesday. Bro. M.
Routon of Paducah officiated.
Burial, under direction of Jack-
son Brothers Funeral Home of
Dukedom, was in the church
cemetery.
Merry Christmas To All
to spend to their heart's desire.
All this haptness comes from
the generosity of area residents
who gave from one dollar to 25
dollars to swell the fund past the
$1800 mark. On the first day of
the broadcast the boys left the sta-
tion somewhat down-hearted be-
cause they lacked nearly $400 dol-
lars to make the total needed. On
Tuesday morning appeals on
WFUL's live-wire brought in an-
other $100 and on Wednesday
morning another 825 was added.
Other donors, who were not iden-
tified on the air brought their
donations to the various stores
down-town.
It was a jubilant Jim Young,
president of the Jaycees who call-
ed WFUL on Wednesday to say
. . "We're over the top and we
can do everything we planned to
do." He took the opportunity to
thank his loyal workers, the
donors and the staff and man-
agement of the radio station for
their efforts in making the drive
success.
" and Santa Claus will come
to see the needy on Christmas
morning."
Christmas Tourney
Played Dec. 27 - 30th
The annual Christmas Basket-
ball Tournament will be played
at the Mayfield High School gym
on December 27, 28, 29 and 30th.
The doors will open at 6:30 p. m.
and admission will be $1.00 for
adults and 50 cents for students.
On Tuesday night Calloway
County and South Marshall will
play at 7111 and Wingo and Car-
Rile Courittift p. re.
Wednesday night games are be-
tween Fulton County and Saint
Murrays at 7:3(r and Fulton City
and Mayfield at 9 p. m.
On Thursday night the winners
of each bracket will play. The first
game will be at 7:30 and the sec-
ond one at 9 p. m.
The finals, when the winner will
be determined, will be on Friday
night, with games at 7:30 and 9
o'clock.
RETURNED HOME
Tom Brann of Water Valley was
returned to his home Monday in a
Whitnel ambulance from the
Western Baptist Hospital in Padu-
cah, where he had been a patient
for a few days.
Merry Christmas To All
Sam Siegel Boosts Community Center
With Generous Donation Of $250 Cash
The Civitan Club's Community Center project got
a shot in the arm this week when Sam Siegel donated
$250 to the fund drive. Mr. Siegel, generous, civic-mind-
9d and practical said that he wanted the entire $250 to
be donated to the fund, which amount represents the
profit on 750 cakes being sold by the club to start the
community center next Spring.
Mr. Siegel put it this way: "If I bought 750 cakes
and gave them away the profit would amount to $250. So
here's what I want to do . . .I'll give the $250 and you
keep the cakes and sell them again, that way you'll
make another $250 to go toward the Community Center
fund."
The conversation above trans-
pired between the big-hearted Mr.
Siegel and Mrs. Paul Westpheling,
News editor and general manager
of Radio Station WFUL. Mr. Siegel
called on Monday and evinced his
personal interest in the project
and looked forward, he said, to the
not too distant future when he
would be at the opening cere-
monies of the community center.
The donation to tne community
center is one of many generous
acts performed by Mr. Siegel. The
Clothes Bank has distributed many
a garment desposited there
through the year by the Siegel
plants. He assists local civic lead-
ers in their efforts to make a bet-
ter community and is always
available to add his personal sup-
port to any endeavor that would
add to the progress and develop-
ment of the twin cities.
The Civitan Club was some
2000 cakes short of selling its goal
of 6000 cakes on Wednesday. The
lack of sales may delay the start-
ing date of the Community Cen-
ter, but President John Simrell
and his hard-working band of
members have other projects up
their sleeve for accumulating the
$2000 needed to get the project
under way.
Meanwhile members of the club
are urging merchants and indi-
viduals to take advantage of last
minute shopping and gift giving to
SAM SIEGEL
buy the delicious cakes as an ad-
ded gift for friends, customers and
relatives.
Mr. Simrell said that Mr.
Siegel's $250 donation amounts to
the purchase of some 1500 cakes.
Since profit on the cakes amounts
to one-third of the cost, and since
he did not take the cakes and they
can be re-sold another $250 can
be realized.
And Fulton and South Fulton
sends a merry Christmas greeting
and a great big "Thank You" to
Mr. Sam Siegel and his associates.
Over 100 Attend Dinner Given In
Honor Of Congressman Everett
Over 100 people attended the dinner Tuesday night
in South Fulton to express appreciation for the many
efforts expended by Congressman Robert A. "Fats"
Everett to Obion County and West Tennessee.
A larger crowd was anticipated,
but due to the sudden snowstorm
late Tuesday afternoon many of
the dignitaries had to cancel their
trip to South Fulton.
Among dime who were unable
to attend were the Hon. Torn
Murray, chairman of the postof-
flee department of the House of
Representatives, Governor Buford
Ellington, Senators Albert Gore
and Estes Kefauver, and Con-
gressman Frank Albert ubble-
field of Kentucky.
The delicious dinner of barbe-
cued pork and fried chicken was
served at 7 p. m- by the South
Fulton P-TA in the South Fulton
school cafeteria,
Mayor Milton Counce, who along
with the Council members, plan-
ned the dinner, was master of
ceremonies.
Following the dinner, Congress-
man Everett made an interesting
talk. Several short talks were
made by others present.
Merry Christmas To All
Ours is a regular old-time Christmas greeting
the kind we hope you enjoy
remembering. . and with it comes our
sincere thanks for
all your many past courtesies.
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The management and Staff of the Fulton News
JO AND PAUL WESTPHELING, Editors and Publishers
OUIDA JEWELL, news editor, wire services
T. C. TAYLOR, Linotype operator, printer
WILLIS HICKS; floorman, printer
JOE WEAKS, JR. Pressman, printer, stereotyper
Disabled Vets
Elect Officers
Officers have been elected for
the newly organized Disabled
American Veterans group, Fulton
County Chapter No. 117.
Joe C. Ross is the commander;
Elize Cook, Sr. Vice Commander
and Thomas Killebrew, Jr. Vice
Commander.
John F. Cruce is Chaplain; Ol-
lie Kaler, Officer of the Day; Rob-
ert Hampton, Sergeant-at-Arms;
Scott DeMyer, Adjutant; James
Meacham, Treasurer; Eugene
Howard, Service Officer; J. A.
Paris, Publicity Officer; and Joe
Tress, H. C. Sams, James Mea-
cham and Eugene Howard, mem-
bers of the Executive Committee.
The charter was presented to the
chapter at the last meeting by the
First Junior Vice Commander of
the State of Kentucky.
Six new members were receiv-
ed. The next regular meeting will
be held on Jan. 12 at 7 p. m- at
the Fulton City Hall.
Rev. Miller Is
Rotary Speaker
The Rev. Truett Miller, pastor
of the First Baptist Church, was
speaker at the Rotary Club's
Christmas program Tuesday at
the Park Terrace. He was intro-
duced by Richard Myatt, and made
an inspirational talk on "The
Greatest Story Ever Told".
Dewey Johnson presided at the
Christmas tree, during the ex-
change of gifts.
Mr. Johnson, Mr. Myatt and
Arch Huddleston had charge of
the program.
Dentis McDaniel of Clinton was
a visiting Rotarian present.
FIRE TRUCK CALLED
The Fulton Fire truck was called
out at 3:50 p. m. Tuesday to 105
Pearl Village. When firemen ar-
rived the fire had been put out.
DISMISS FOR HOLIDAYS
The Fulton and South Fulton
schools dismissed Tuesday at the
close of school for the Christmas
holidays.
WINDSOR IS CHOSEN
J. E. Windsor of Fulton, saxo-
phone player, has been selected
as one of the band members to
play in the 1961 production of
"Campus Lights," Murray State
College musical production.
Thomas Is Delegate
To KEA Workshop
Charles Thomas, delegate from
Fulton, attended a KEA Delegate
Assembly Workshop and meeting
in Louisville Friday and Saturday.
December 9 and 10 where they
worked with over 400 other dele-
gates from all sections of the state
in developing a 1962 legislative
program for education.
Wendell P. Butler, Superintend.
ent of Public Instruction and De.
partment of Education personnel
along with representatives frost
the state colleges and KEA of.
ficials, joined the delegates in
studying and evaluating the "grass
roots" recommendations from
twenty-eight Drive-In Confer-
ences which were held throughout
the state during September and
October.
The delegates pledged their sup-
port for the present revenue pro-
gram and the sales tax without ex-
emptions. They also asked for pay-
ment of the veterans bonus as
soon as possible.
Prof. Barr To
Conduct Choir
Prof. Robert Barr of the Mur-
ray State College music faculty
has been chosen to conduct the
Arkansas All-State Festival Choir.
He will be in Hot Springs, Ark.,
April 13-14 to judge the state high
school choral competition and to
rehearse with the all-state group.
Prof. Barr will also conduct the
Champaign County (Ill.) Choral
Festival Jan. 28.
He has conducted choral festi-
vals in Senatobia, Miss.; Nashville,
Tenn.; Kennett, Gibeson, St. Clair,
and Sullivan Mo.; and Benton,
Carterville, Alton, and Manita,
ilL
Fulton And South
Fulton Win Games
The Fulton City Bulldogs de-
feated the Carlisle County Com-
ets 58-55 in an overtime basket-
ball game at Bardwell Dec 16.
The game was tied at 50-all at
the end of the regular playing time
after a nip-and-tuck affair all the
way. Don Burnette, Fulton for-
ward, scored four of his team's
eight points in the overtime period.
He had a total of 15 for the game,
high for the Bulldogs.
Jerry Gibson scored 19 points
to lead the Carlisle County attack.
Fulton City  10 24 42 50 58
Carlisle County   10 20 30 50 55
The South Fulton Red Devils
romped over the Sharon Eagles
75-43 here Dec. 16.
Donald Parchman led the scor-
ing for South Fulton with 29
points. Danny Snider was top
scorer for Sharon with 18
South Fulton .... 19 37 59 75
Sharon  9 18 27 43
Merry Christmas To All
ROM TER ma "KINNRL"
Work Starts at FRS
The improvements at FHS which
were scheduled for this year have
begun.
A much larger publications
room is under way in the recrea-
tion room. Also the typing room
is being extended to seat forty
students.
The home economics depart-
ment has a new concrete floor and
other improvements are being
made.
Work on the science department
will begin in the near future.
GREETINGS
FOr Sleep/Ie.
With ow good Moho go ow bawd& *salts b
DUKE'S AUTO PARTS
Phone 910 East State Line
Christmas brings us thoughts of
friends, good times, and all that's
brightest and best of life and the
highest happiness.
It makes us think of those we
serve, or know, or wish to know.
It strengthens all the bonds of
feeling and friendship, one to
another.
THE NEWS STAND
Church Street Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams
Hrmiaappniiiirthdy
Dwight Bradley  Dec. 23.
Lynn Craven  Dec. 23.
Linda Warren  Dec. 24
Sandra Summers  Dec. 23.
Jerry Kell  Dec. 29.
Douglas McAlister   Dec. 29.
Myra Goodwin  Dec. 31
Louretta Mottley  Jan. 3.
Freddie Wells  Jan. 3.
Carl Arrington  Jan. 4.
Harold Martin  Jan. 4.
Ann Matheny  Jan. 7.
Ladd Stokes  Jan. 8.
David Golden  Jan. 10.
Mike Walker  Jan. 12.
Paul McClay  Jan. 15
John Shepherd  Jan. 17.
Jane Warren  Jan. 21.
Kenneth Allen  Jan. 24.
Jimmy Shuck  Jan. 34.
Rita Thompson  Jan 24.
Beverly Nichols  an. 26.
Kenneth Bradley Jan. 30.
ROM 7101 ma"KINN EL"
Calendar Of Events
Jan. 5 — Study and Reading
Class-8:50 _ 9:15.
Jan. 10 — Calloway County
ball game — Here.
Jan. 11 — Nurses Club meets
2ndhour.
Jan. 12 — Study and Reading
Class-8:50 - 9:15.
Jan. 13 — Hickman County ball-
garrie—Here.
Jan. 17, 18, 19 — Semester tests.
Jan. 18 — F. H. A. meets 4th
hour.
Jan. 20 — Carlisle County ball-
game — Here.
Jan. 21 — End of first semester.
Jan. 23 — Start of second se-
mester.
Jan. 25 — Quill and Scroll meets
4th hour.
25 — 4-H meets Ith hour.
Jan. 26 — U. K. test for Seniors
Jan 27 — Murray ball-game.—
There.
Jan 31 — Sedalia ball-game —
There.
Mr. Win Whitnel, a member of
the Fulton City School Board of
Education, was the assembly pro-
gram speaker on November 9,
1960. His program topic was OUR
PERSONALITIES. Mr. Whitnel
told the assembly the different
methods by which they might im-
prove their personalities.
On November 16, the Fulton
High band and chorus, under the
direction of Mrs. Mike Hernon,
prsented the assembly program
The 25 member band and 38 mem-
ber chorus rendered a total of
eight numbers.
On December 7, a debating team
from Murray State College debat-
ed the issue: RESOLVED: THAT
THE UNITED STATES SHOULD
ADOPT COMPULSORY HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR ALL ITS
CITIZENS.
Undr the direction of Mrs. Her-
non, the Fulton High band and
chorus presented a Christmas pro-
gram on December 14. The chorus
sang a number of popular Christ-
mas songs. The band played some
carols and "Christmas Parade
March", which featured the ma-
jorettes. The program was closed
with the singing of "Joy To The
World" by the whole assembly.
It's with the old-time spirit of
joyful-greetings that we say
"Merry-Christmas" to each of you
...and too, we want to•say
"Thank you."
goub minim;
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Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Fulton
and its employees
Tripp Proposes Plan
For Youth Council
In a talk to the Future Home-
makers of America, Mayor Nelson
Tripp suggested that a Youth
Council be formed in Fulton and
South Fulton.
This council would be composed
of a representative from each
youth organization in the twin
cities
adult advisor to discuss the var-
ious problems which arise con-
cerning young people.
Ways .in which the youth could
take an active part in various pro-
jects would also be discussed at
the meetings.
If this council is formed im-
mediate':. - of the projects to
be discusse will be the forma-
tion of a Teen Center.
This plan has proved effective
in several large cities.
FAY YOU BE BLESSED WITH
PEACE AND CONTENTMENT ON
EvIiRISTMAS DAY
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
May the kghts of Lemmas glow In your
horns with their message of good cheer
and may you know of the high 10 PN we
hart for you at this happy holiday wawa
ATKINS MOTOR SALES
Lake St. Ext. Phone 281
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Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
'ant four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.
Fifth .. 
.........
Pint 
............ $3.40lit Pint 
....... $1.70
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Fres The THIS "MINNIE"
Cathy and Duane Are Outstanding
Freshman personalities, Cathy and Duane, prepare
to enter FlIS through the East Door.
By Lines
Each six weeks the Kennel will select two students
who are outstanding in some way in their class The
freshman class will be first and then on up through
the seniors.
Duane McAlister and Cattly Campbell have been
chosen as Freshman Personalities.
Duane is an outstanding athelete and student. He
was first string tackle on the football team Utis year
and is on the "B" team in basketball. He played half-
back and was high scorer for the junior varsity foot_
ball team. Duane is also on the freshman relay team
in track and is interested in baseball, which occupies
his summers.
Cathy Campbell is active in several fields. She is
an excellent dancer and has studied dancing for 7
years. She plays the piano and is a member of the
Baptist Youth Choir. She has attended Sunday School
for 9 years without missing a Sunday.
Cathy has danced in both the Lion's and Cub Scout
Ministrels and appeared on TV in 1955. She is a sec-
ond year band member and is also interested in
swimming and water sking. Her swimming feats in-
clude winning 2nd place in the Willow Plunge Swim-
ming Contest.
These two young people are to be congratulated
on being selected the Freshman Class Personalities.
ROY THE vas 'WNW'
Board, City and State Make Plans;
New High School Within Ten Years
In order to keep abreast with
the expanding enrollment, the
Fulton City School system will
soon need a new high school
building.
After studying this situation,
the Board of Education asked the
State Department of Education for
help in planning a new school
The State Department sent men to
the Fulton City School District to
make surveys and suggestions
during the month of April, 1960.
In the meantime the State De-
partment asked the Board to cata-
logue all prospective school sites
wst of Edgewood Cutoff and north
of the Tennessee State Line.
When the team came down they
evaluated prospective sites and
recommended to the School Board
that they option one of these sites
in the future.
A school site must basically
contain fifteen acres and orie addi-
tional acre for each prospective
100 students.
Since the proposed new high
school will be built for a present
load of 500 students, the Fulton
City School Board of Education
will option 20 acres
The proposed 20 acres must be
well drained with sewer and water
connections available at the site
boundary and must have two hard
surfaced access roads leading to
the school site. These access roads
must not be built at school board
expense.
The number one proposed site
lies west of the city limits of high_
lands, north of 6th Street Extend-
ed and south of the Middle Road.
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It's old-fashioned, perhaps,
to wish everybody a merry
Christmas but we wouldn't
change the custom at all.
'We like the idea and the
people we serve.
MELVIN CAGLE, Jailer
Hickman, Ky.
Hiram Walker Quality
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On January 2n, 1960, the people
of Fulton voted an extra $ .50 tax
for general school improvement.
The new school will be financed
by the State Department of Edu-
cation and part of the proceeds
from this special tax.
The plan calls for the building
of this new high school within a
five to ten year period.
Go To Church
Chri
CA
Variety of Programs
The assembly programs in store
for FHS students during the next
two months vary greatly.
For examine, on reoruary 1,
1961, at 9:00 a. m. there will be a
Safety film in the gym sponsored
by the State Safety Department.
Then on February 2, an expertly
trained tumbling team from
Freed-Hardernan College will per-
form in the gym at 9:00 a. m.
Other programs have not yet
been scheduled.
Shop in Fulton where your busi-
ness is appreciated.
#05
Once again, we say
to you "Merry
Christmas" and add
our genuine appre-
ciation for all the
nice things you've
done for us!
40“111~4.;
CLARICE SHOP
Clarice Thorpe, prop.
Main Street Phone 265
Through a rapidly changing world, we still
adhere to the age-old custom of sending
friendly greetings of the season to our
friends and customers.
MAC and FATE FLORIST
Collinwood Phone 49
FULTIM HARDWARE
Phone 1 Lake Street
Frank Beadles, Prop.
3
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OUR THANKS TO
ALL OUR FRIENDS
AND OUR SINCERE
WISH FOR A
SEASON
OF CHEER
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MILTON COUNCE
Mayor of South Fulton
ointflne
11_ctor3\i/ASIIEs
Cht:fsfing
QUALITY CLEANERS
Commercial Avenue Phone 4
Thank you for the
fine friendships we
have been privileged
to enjoy.
BENNETT
Main Street Phone 11
We cherish the happiness our old and new
friends have given us, and at this joyous and
heartwarming season extend our sincerest
wishes for Christmas Happiness.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR FRIENDLINESS
AND PATRONAGE THIS PAST YEAR.
Greetings from
HUBERT ADAMS BODY SHOP
"25 years in Business"
Broadway Street South Fulton
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Surprise Snow
Blankets Fulton
A "runaway" snowstorm rode a
cold wave and brisk winds into
Western Kentucky, Southern Illi-
nois and West Tennessee Tuesday
afternoon and Tuesday night.
Fulton, Ballard, McCracken,
Carlisle and Hickman Counties
were quickly blanketed with from
one to three inches of snow and
more was still falling Wednesday
morning.
Streets and highways were
glazed with ice and packed snow,
and within two hours after the
We take this special opportunity to thank all of our friends
and patrons for their co-operation in observing our new closing
lours, begun during the year, and thank you for your patronage.
We have endeavored to merit your patronage by providing you
with the services you demand of a modern drug store.
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McDaniel
and employees
storm reached Fulton, District
Headquarters of the State Police
at West Viola said some roads
were "all but impanel:de."
Late Tuesday night state police
reported that traffic over a wide
area was "practically at a stand-
still," and that there had been a
numer of minor accidents.
In the Fulton area there were a
number of minor accidents.
In the Fulton area there were
a number of minor accidents, but
not major ones were reported.
Many basketball games through-
out the area were called off soon
after the storm struck.
A large trailer truck was over-
turned in a ditch Wednesday
morning on the Union City High-
way near the Plaza Court in High-
lands.
HAS CHECKUP
Mrs. Maude Elliott was taken
to Campbell's Clinic in a Horn-
beak ambulance Tuesday for a
checkup. She returned home Tues-
day evening.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FTJLTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFEELD KY.
GILLUM
I TRANSFER CO.
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c Store
CITIZENS OF TOMORROW—(Left to Right, top row ), Susan Carol
Warren, 8, daughter of Mr and Mrs. James Warren of Route 2, Fulton:
Sandra Kay ('hoate. 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs CecU Choate, Route
2. Water Valley; Danny Ray Cloys. 13-months, son of Mr and Mrs
Harvey Cloys. Route 2. Fulton; bottom roe, 1 to r)., Johnny Wilson,
9, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carnell Wilson. 222 Carr, Fulton; Reverlyn
Taylor, 10, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T C. Taylor, Route 2. Water
Valley; and Thomas Edward Reams, 7 1-2 months, son of Mr. and Mrs
Tommy Reams. Route 3, Fulton.
Susan Carol's grandparent, are Mrs. Rudy Conner and Mrs. May
C. Warren of Fulton; Sandra Kay's grandparents are J. P. Hibbs and
the late Mrs. Hibbs, Mrs Elva Choate and the late Mr. Choate.
Danny Ray's grandparents are Mrs. Jess Cloys and the late Mr
Cloys of Fulton, Route 2, avid Mr and Mrs. Earl Travis of Parts, Tenn:
Johnny's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Warren; Beverlyn's
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Cerny Richards and Mil. Irene Taylor;
and Thomas Edward's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Horace Reams
and Mr. and Mrs. Henson Jones of Fulton
FERRY - MORSE
NEWS
(The following article was taken
from the Ferry-Morse magazine,
"Plant Life". It concerns the do-
ings at the local plant.)
FULTON FILL-INS
By Bob Hamilton
Glenda Ballow, Accounting, was
married November 11th at the
First Baptist Church, Fulton, to
Roland Adams. They will live
near Cayce. Best wishes!
New house ownera—George All-
britten has just moved into a new
ranch style house located on Hen-
derson Drive. Dorothy Hopkins,
Typist in the Shop Order Dept.
moved into a new house in South
Fulton.
PloKress — F-M joined West
Kentucky Associated Industries
the week of September 26th. Mov-
ies and snapshots Were made of
the plant operatiaigi and person-
nel.
Good News—Ed Nelson, Sales
Promotion, is to return in about
a week. Ed has been in the hos-
pital for some time. Cal Seccombe,
Shipping and Receiving Foreman,
and his family took a long week-
end trip driving through the
Smokies from Gatinburg to
Cherokee and on to Marysville. He
said the Autumn colors were
beautiful. Eleanor Schact, who has
been ill for several months in De-
troit, Michigan has returned to
Fulton again. She is feeling fine
and happy to be back to work in
the Packet Filling Department.
Reconditioning Dept News: Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Lackey are the
proud parents of their first child -
a baby girl. Beverly Lynn. Con-
gratulations Mr. and Mrs. Lackey.
Mrs. Rufus Whitten is back with
us after a recent hospital confine-
ment. Mildred Williams is riding
high now In that new Ford Con-
vertible. She also enjoyed a nice
birthday party at the home of Mrs
Bill Rose.
Visitors—Around October 19th
were Wayne Shaffer. Ben Burley
and Les Crosby from the Moun-
tain iew office. Les was house
hunting. Glad to say he decided on
a house which is next door to
Mayor Tripp. We understand the
Crosbys will poin us right aftei
the New Year. Austin Chambers
was here from Detroit at the same
time. James Pottinger,. President,
Frank Busse and Ed Weimortz
Fill Santa's Pack At
BALDRIDGE'S
Structo Metal Truck
11 inches long; R. $3
$2.22
WAGON TRAIN SET
Double holster, 2 cap pistols,
cap shooting rifle, box caps,
Reg. $7.00; Special:
$4.74
Hundreds and hundreds of popu-
lar toys at Baldridge's TOYLAND!
MECHANICAL TOYS
GAMES
MUSICAL TOYS
SCIENTIFIC TOYS
TOYS FOR FUN
EDUCATIONAL TOYS
.1•11•11.
HOT ROD KIT
Build your own
Battery operated hot rod.
Reg $3
$2.53
WEARING APPAREL
Gifts for the whole family! r
FOR MEN: A splendid array of -"wanted" gift
Items: sox, leather goods, toiletries tie-sox sets,
boxed handkerchiefs, belts, small hand tools.
FOR LADIES: Lovely gowns, slips, panties,
purses, costume jewelry hosiery, cosmetics, van-
ity sets, towel sets, sweaters, blouses luggage.
FOR GIRLS: Slips, panties, purses, costume
jewelry, cosmetics, hand bags, sweaters, blouses,
etc.
FOR BOYS: Sport shirts, tie-sox sets, sox, hand-
kerchiefs.
aFiRIS6TNVAS
MA* your
tr•• spark!.
with color
and lightl
A Very Complete Line of
all kinds of gift wrapping, tree
decorations, lights, tinsel, rib-
bon, stickers, cards, ornaments,
etc. Visit our special counter!
7-Light set, Reg. $1.39 .. • 99c
19-inch Toddler Doll; Reg.
$4.94
15-inch Toddler doll
$2.87
12-inch Tear Baby doll;
drinks, wets
$2.87
Visit our wonderful
DOLL DEPARTMENT
$e
13-inch Toddler doll
$1.94
16-inch Baby doll; drinks and
wets; Reg. $5
$3.93
17-inch Toddler doll; Reg. $5
$3.93
MANY MORE, TOO I
A Wonderful Gift
For Christmas!
"Buster Brown"
Children's Wear
BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10 - 25c STORE
from Mountain View also visited
us.
Welcome to—Carolyn Faucett,
Carolyn Needham and Martha
King who joined the office force
some months ago.
Sports—on the evening of No-
vember 11th, an exhibition game
was held at the local gym featur-
ing a professional all-girl basket-
ball team from Arkansas. They
played against Fulton's all-star
boy's team and won. Referees
were Earl Roach, Assistant Office
Manager. and Clayton Joyce,
Market Planning Manager. Much
hilarity, we understand.
Christmas Greetings and Good
Cheer to all of the F-M Family
from the folks se Pu1ton!
DAIRY TEAM IS THIRD
The University of Kentucky
Dairy Judging Team finished third
in inter-collegiate competition al
the International Live Stock Ex-
position in Chicago. The team was
first in judging the Jersey Breed.
Sevmteen college teams competed
In the contest. 
MerryChristmas To All
NOTICE: Car Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at
S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free
Dale Breeden,
Prop
I
RUPTURE
11 Haat/.
rhe Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St. Fult oo
The special 
happiness
Christmas brings is
the assurance 
that
we live in the 
mem-
ory of our 
friends.
BUILDERS SUPPLY INC.
501 Walnut Phone 96
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Fulton Roofing & Insulation Co.
Charles Walker
and employees
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F. A. Collins was elected presi-
dent, of tbe B of RC, Fulton Di-
vision Lodge at its December
meeting recently. "ther officers
elected as follows.
Vice president. '" B. Nether-
land; Recording secretary, R. O.
Williams; Secretary - treasurer,
Mrs. K. H. Bradley, legislative
representatives—Kentucky, J. H.
11-lubbard; Tennessee, W. B. Neth-
erland; Chaplain, A. T. French;
Sergeant-At-Arms, G. W. Cook;
Inner Guard, J. P. Hales; Outer
Guard, C. L. Roberts; Board of
Trustees, W. B. Lancaster. R. C.
Wilson and C. MAlarpole; Organ-
ization conunittee--Mrs. J. W.
Coleman, S. L. Roberts and R. 0.
Williams.
FULTON
Week days Open - 6:45 - SAT
At 12.45 _ SUNDAY- 1: P. M.
— PHONE — 12
raniAtv Thru MONDAY
DECEMBER 26th!
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It's Fun For You. Buy
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All of us at the Fulton. Wish
you one and All A Very Merry
Isristrnas .
IOf Social Interest I
Miss Marilyn Kay Cherry Reveals
Plans For Her Wedding On Dec. 27
Miss Marlyn Kay Cherry, whose engagement to
Harold Wayne McFarland of Cincinnati, Ohio was re-
cently announced, is today revealing her completed
plans for her wedding. Miss Cherry is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Donald Cherry of Fulton and Mr.
McFarland is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Mc-
Farland of Erlanger, Kentucky.
flower girls will be Misses Kathy
Crocker and Terry Vowell who
are also cousins of the bride.
David Powell will be the ring-
bearer.
. Paul Ethan Rogers of Florence,
Kentucky will serve the groom as
best man. The ushers will be Billy
Don Cherry, brother of the bride,
Tommy Latta and James Cherry
Crocker, cousins of the bride, Glen
Ray Powell, Larry Borders, of
Dayton, Ohio and Don Heine of
Sturgis, Kentucky. Glenn Exum
and Jerry Elliott, also, cousins of
the bride will serve as acolytes.
Following the ceremony the par-
ents of the bride will entertain
with a reception in the Fellow-
ship Hall of the church. Assisting
at the reception will be Mrs.
Thomas Exum, aunt of the bride,
Mrs. Oliver Cherry, aunt of the
bride, Misses Jane and Vicki Mur-
chison, and Miss Nancy Latta,
cousin of the bride, Mrs. Billy Don
Cherry, Mrs. James Crocker, Mrs.
Bob Crocker, Mrs. Sherman- Cher-
ry, an aunt of the bride, Mrs. God_
trey Binford of Jackson Tennes-
see, Miss Judy Browning, Mrs.
Ralph McFarland of Frankfort,
Kentucky, Mrs. Paul Ethan Rogers
of Florence, Kentucky, Miss Ann
Elizabeth Hood of Mobile, Ala-
bama and Miss Kathy Ffyland.
The double-ring ceremony will
be solemnized at four - thirty
o'clock in the afternoon of Tues-
day, the twenty-seven of Decem-
ber in the First Baptist Church
with the pastor of the church, the
Reverend Randall Truett Miller
officiating.
A program of nuptial music will
be given by James Reel, organist,
and Sherman Cherry, soloist. Mr.
Cherry is a cousin of the bride
and the Minister of Music at the
First Baptist Church in Green-
wood, Mississippi.
The bride will ble given in mar-
riage by her father. She has
chosen Miss Janie Bilseck. of Cin-
cinnati as her maid of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Miss Janice
Lou Cherry and Miss Sherri Lou
Elliott, cousins of the bride, and
Miss Jean Arm Hyland of Evans-
ville. Indiana, Mrs. Don Heine of
Sturgis, Kentucky, Mrs. Jack Har-
ris of Louisville, Kentucky. and
Mrs. Glen Ray Powell. Miss Pa-
tricia Elliott, a cousin of the bride,
will be junior bndesmaid. The
STARLITE
Fulton - rakes City highway
DRIVE IN
RAT. - SUN., DEC. 24 - 25
(Starts at 7: and 8:50)
THE GAZEBO
Glenn Ford, Debbie Reynolds
Cold Weather
Is Soon Coming
Now Is The Time To
Give Us Your
Order For
• Immediate Delivery
I All Sizes On Hand
CITY COAL CO
Phone 51
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Powell - Britt
Engagement Told
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Powell,
Route I, South Fulton, Tennessee
are today announcing the engage-
ment of their daughter, Betty
Ann, to James Rogers Britt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Olen Britt, Decatur-
v ill e, Tennessee.
The wedding vows will be ex-
changed on December 23 at the
home of the bride's parents.
Miss Powell is the granddaugh-
ter of Mr and l': Charles D.
Lancaster and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Charles Powell.
She was graduated from South
Fulton High School and is now a
student at the University of Tenn-
essee Martin Branch, majoring in
Home Economics. She is a member
of the Home Er Club and Delta
Kappa Dorm. In 1959 she was
chosen Miss Jaycee of Fulton and
Miss Hickman-Fulton Counties
R. E. C. C.
Mr. Britt is the grandson of Bob
Lee Britt and the late Mrs. Britt
and the late Mr. and Mrs. M. F.
Newman.
He was graduated from De-
catur County High School and is
presently a senior at UTMB, ma-
joring in agriculture. He is a char-
ter member of Phi Sigma Kappa,
socal fraternity.
A large crowd attended the
Christmas program presented by
the Music Department of the Ful-
ton City Schools Sunday at 2:30
p. m at the Carr Auditorium. The
program consisted of band, glee
club and chorus numbers and was
enjoyed by all attending.
:111A-1P\)—
Kimbell - Jackson
Wedding Solemnized
Miss Linda Lou Kimbell and
John Lawson Jackson exchanged
wedding vows in an impressive
ceremony Sunday, November 27
at two-thirty in the afternoon at
the Jackson's Chapel Methodist
Church. Rev. T. Y. gmithmier of-
ficiated at the double ring cere-
mony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Kimbell and the
bride-groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Jackson.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a full length
gown of white nylon and lace over
satin and net with a train. The
scooped neckline with a V in the
back was accentuated with sequins
and rhinestones. The dress featur-
ed a fitted bodice and had long
pointed sleeves with tiny buttons.
She carried a white Bible topped
with a purple throated orchid,
with long streamers or ribbon and
net. Her only pewelry was a tiny
sweetheart locket which was a gift
of the "bridegroom.
Miss Joan Kimbell, sister of the
bride was the maid of honor, and
Miss Jo Ann Clark was the brides-
maid.
Miss Kay Nelms, cousin of the
bride, was the flowef girl.
Paul Brockwell, cousin of the
bride, was tbe ringbearer.
Charles Jackson served his bro-
ther as best man. Ushers and a
coltyes were Harry Lacewell,
cousin of the groom and Ronnie
Brockwell.
Paul Brockwell, cousin of the
bride, was the ringbearer.
Charles Jackson served his bro-
ther as best man. Ushers and a
coltyes were Harry Lacewell,
cousin of the groom and Ronnie
Brockwell.
Mrs. Philip McClure presided at
the register.
Following the ceremony, the
couple left for a wedding trip.
The bride wore a forest green suit
with matching accessories and the
orchid from her bridal bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are now
at home at 108 Central Avenue,
South Fulton.
Future Nurses Club
Keeps Food Charts
An open discussion of different
foods and their values, and of die-
tary measures, was the feature of
the fourth meeting of the Fultcrn
High chapter of Future Nurses
Club, on Wednesday, December
14.
After the business meeting was
conducted by the president, 0-
phelia Speight, Mrs. Braswell, the
sponsor, discussed the future pro-
grams, and then passed out food
wheel charts. She asked each
member to keep a record of what
she ate for the next day or so.
These lists will be taken up at the
next meeting in January.
There will be a Teenage dance
at the Fulton Country Club on
Dec. 24 from 8 to midnight.
There will be a New Year's
8ve dance on Dec. 31 from 9 at the
Fulton Country Club.
The annual Elks Charity Dance
will beheld on Dec. 23 at the Elks
Lodge with music being furnished
by the Melody Mien. Dancing will
be enjoyed from 9 to 12.
Sunday afterticxm at 4:30 the
choir of the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church presented the can-
tata, entitled 'The Music of Beth-
lehem' by Holton.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the B
of RT enjoyed its annual Christ-
mas dinner Thursday at the home
of Mrs. Clyde Omar.
k • . ti:4 to Our Friends vaimasek
• •
In accordance with our established custom,
we will be
CLOSED ALL DAY DECEMBER 25
in order to give our employees this Day with their
families and friends.
• •
Open as usual on December 28th.
DERBY CAFE
Hugh and Ann Fly
The American Legion and Aux-
iliary had their annual Christmas
party at 7 p. m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Leland Jewell and Ouida
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Roberts m Mayfield
Sunday.
The Fulton Jaycees and their
wives, the Jaycettes, had their an-
nual Christmas party at the Park
Terrace Saturday evening.
The One and All Club-was the
scene of a lovely buffet dinner
thursday evening, when Mrs. Curt
Muzzall entertained in honor of
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Pickle of
Big Springs, Texas.
The guests included Mrs. Muz-
zall's Women's Bible Class of the
Presbyterian Church, their hus-
bands and other friends of Mes-
dames Muzzall and Pickle.
Mrs. Steve Wiley presented her
piano class in a Christmas recital
Sunday afternoon at 4 at her home
on Second Street.
Following the program carols
were sung by the class accom-
panied by two pianos by Karen
Taylor, Mary Woodruff, Laura
Hefley and Letha Escum.
Refreshments were served to
the students and their parents at
the conclusion.
Directors and employes of the
Fulton Bank, together with wives
and husbands, enjoyed a delight-
ful Christmas dinner Thursday
evening at the Park Terrace.
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a for-
mula like this — with extra po-
tency to Sur.port a positive sense
of well-bemg and mental aleit-
ness. It provides important lipo-
tropes. as well as the more com-
plete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.
GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428
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The Southern Bell Telephone
Company employees enjoyed their
annual Christmas dinner party at
the Fulton Country Club Saturday
night. Fifty-six attended. The din-
ner was served by the Derby Cafe.
The Pierce-Harris Club held its
annual Christmas party at the
Farm Bureau hall with 48 mem-
bers and visitors present.
The hostesses were Mrs. John
Smith_ Mrs. Robert Glasco, Mrs.
L. D. Allen, Mrs. Earl Thorpe,
Mrs. Clara Dedmon, Mrs. L. D.
Dedmon, Mrs. Edith Giffin, Mrs.
'A. G. Simon, and Mrs. Floyd Ded-
mon.
Mrs. Dave Hilliard led the
group in singing Christmas carols,
accompanied at the piano by Ruby
Giffin. Special songs were sung by
Otis Lee Pannel and daughter,
Sherrie Dean.
A contest was conducted by Mrs.
L. D. Allen and gifts were ex-
changed and Sunshine Friends
were revealed. The club will meet
in January with Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Roberts.
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HARRY HICKS
STOCK YARD
Morris St. — Phone 161
7
Wile& •:1.41 der ... niiayiiè bizssie:,c of th_
season linger !on ... yes, iinger ..%ith you until
another Holiday roils 'round once more.
This is the wish of all of us for all of you.
Greetings
to our friends
FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS and LOAN ASSN.
214 Main Phone 37
Zcjitt
The lights in churches everywhere shine out to the
world around at this Christmas season.
And the light from within the hearts of men shines
out more strongly than ever at this Holy time.
May your Christmas and all the days to follow be
filled with the light of peace and happiness.
City National Bank
A TRADMON OF COMMUNITY SERVICE SINCE 1897
Member Federal Reserve System Member F. D. L C.
01111111
Broadway South Fulton
Freya 11.• PBS -'1.1INNEL"
5 New Members
Elected To us
- Five new members were elected
at the first meeting of the Fulton
High Chapter of Quill and Scroll,
held on Wednesday, November 91.
They are: Ophelia Speight and
Tommy Carney, both seniors, and
Jimmy Wright, Danny Carver,
and Linda Whitnel, all juniors.
To be a member of the honorary
Journalistic fraternity, one must
have done outstanding work on
the school paper or some such
school publication. All five of the
new members have held responsi-
ble positions on the KENNEL
staff.
One must also be in the upper
third of his class, and the five
new members are all honor roll
students.
Ophelia Speight, KENNEL copy
editor, has been on the staff since
junior high. She is also head ma-
jorette, and a member of several
campus clubs.
Tommy Carney is the circulation
manager of the KENNEL. He is
also president of the senior class,
and served as manager of the
football team this year.
Jimmy Wright, managing editor
of the KENNEL, is also the photo-
grapher, cartoonist, and helps out
in many other ways on the staff.
He is a member of the FHS Band
and Chorus.
Danny Carver, assistant news
editor, has been on the staff for
approximately one year. He, too,
is a member of the Band and
Chorus.
Linda Whitnel, sales manager
for the KENNEL, has held that
position for two years. She is also
a member of several clubs, and
reigned as Homecoming Queen
last year.
Although they have net yet been
approved by the national secre-
tary, they are considered unoffici-
al members.
The five students raise the
membership of the local chapter
to fourteen. Other members will
be elected at a later meeting.
Tram TU. FRS "ILINWEL"
Fulton High Has Holiday
Our Christmas vacation starts
December 21, 1960, and ends Jan-
uary 4, 1961. In those two weeks
many big occasions and festivities
will be taking place. People will be
visiting relatives and many will
be going on vacations Most of the
high school girls arid boys will be
going to parties and dances. Dur-
ing these weeks of activities we
must not forget the real reason for
Christmas. All should observe this
occasion and be thankful.
••• f.4 -44
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Thank You
FOR YOUR
FINE PATRONAGF
• • it •
'A. J. WRIGHT
THE HARNESS MAN
Fourth Street
40 4
aeri every lay
MEACHAM'S
GROCERY
Commercial Avenue
Phone 321
James Meacham, prop.
All I Want For Christmas
Is A Quiet Peaceful Night
Frew Tb. FS •ZINNSL"
By Santa Clans
Oh me, it's Christmas again.
Have you ever thought of all the
experiences I have had on that
day? Let's take the case of the
chimney. Who ever heard of such
a crazy way to get into a house!
It all started on Christmas Eve,
1820. As usual, I was three hours
behind schedule. On top of that
my gift list was completely back-
wards. Mrs. Claus wrote it for me
and you know how elle becomes
excited and confused during the
holiday esason. .
Ten miles out of Dover, by way
the reindeer flies, I noticed some-
thing very strange. What would
little Edward Conwood, who is
two months old, do with a pearl
to a window. Unh. It wouldn't
budge. It was locked. Now I real-
ly had to think.
Ott, it was a silly idea, but I
had to try. I had never heard of a
plated snuff box and what would
Lord Bonruff, who is 92 years old,
want with a baby rattler? As you
••••••
••••MONNIONION...••••••••••••••••••••••...stemolar.
can tell, Mrs. Claus had the gifts
backwards or, er, the wrong peo-
ple. No, I mean she had the right
gifts with the wrong people. Well
anyway, you can tell what I mean.
Can't you?
Well I made a U-turn and re-
turned to the scene of the crime
er-accident. Wouldn't you know
it, they had locked the door! (You
see back then normal people used
doors to get into a house.)
Slowly I crept around the house
chimney used as a door, but there
is always a first time.
Everything was going fine (or
so I thought). Wouldn't you know
it, I was stuck. What', worse they
),
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
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U. K. And Merit Tests
Availablo To Students
On March 7, 1961, the National
Merit Scholarship Test will be
given to the junior who wish to
take it. This test will be given by
Mrs. Bennett and the students
had a fire going. It didn't help
matters much. It was very hot. I
assure you.
Maybe it worked like a steam
cabinet. Who knows, but slowly I
began to slide.
making the highest grades may
receive college scholarships.
The UK test will be given Jan.
26, 1961 to all seniors. This test is
a placement test and many colleges
accept this as an entrance exam.
This test will also be given by
Mrs. Bennett and will last two
hours.
Oh, you should have seen mi.
I was back with soot from head
to toe. Boy was I a mess. I'll tell
you this, from that day on I wrote
the list. Oh no, Mrs. Claus now
you stay out of here! Mrs.
Claus . . . . .!
At this season of the year when we pause to reflect on our blessings, we realize our good
fortune in being associated with the good people of the twin cities of Fulton and South Fulton. We
appreciate your friendship and your loyalty to us over the past twenty - three years ,and value it
as one of our most important assets.
To the citizens and officials of Fulton and South Fulton, to everybody, - - - we say 'Thank
You' for your cooperation and our sincere greetings for a Happy Holiday Season.
THE HENRY I. SIEGEL CO.
And Its Employes
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Student Band Director
The F. H. S. band has chosen
Susan Stokes as their student
band director. Having a student
band director is beneficial to both
the student and the band. It gives
the student conducting experi-
ence. She directs the band while
the regular director, Mrs. Hernon,
Is working with individuals or
other sections. This set-up also
gives the band experience playing
under different directors.
Shop in Fulton with local mer-
chants this Christmas.
SEASON TICKETS SOLD
The adult basketball season
tickets were sold downtown No-
vember 30 through December 2.
The student ticket., were sold in
school December 6 through 9.
These tickets can be u,sed for
home games except the Carl Hurst
benefit game with Calloway Coun-
ty on January 10.
The tickets were sold at $3.50
and $1.75.
Broadway John E. Bard, Prop.
AY THE ANCIENT GLEAM
OF THE EASTERN STAR
THAT GUIDED THE SHEPHERDS
JOYOUS WAY * * * *
SHINE O'ER THE YEARS AND
BRIGHTEN YOUR HEART :THIS
CHRISTMAS
Three Seniors Make Bulldog Club
The Bulldog Club, an honorary club which is the
highest achievement a Fulton High Athlete can at-
tain, now has three senior members, Bill Burnette,
Jimmy Cheatham, and Hal Warren.
To become a member of the club, a person must
receive three letters in one sport or four letters in
different sports. When the person receives the re-
quired number of letters, he is automatically a mem-
ber of the club.
Bill Burnette, outstanding back on the Fulton High
grid team, has two letters in track, one letter in bas-
ketball, and three letters in football. Bill has a total
of six letters in three different sports.
Jimmy Cheatham, an All-Conference and All-
State tackle on the football team, has three letters
in football and one letter in basketball, giving him
a total of four letters in two sports.
Hal Warren a hard-driving fullback on the football
team, has two letters in football, two letters in track
and one letter in basketball, for a total of five letters
Bill Barnette, Hal Warren, and Jimmy Cheatham, in three different sports.
No regular meetings are held since it is an hon-
dub so far this year. 
all seniors, are the only members of the Dallas(
orary club.
FROM THY ENE -KENNEL"
Bulldogs Chosen
On Varsity Squad
The 1960-61 varsity squad for
the Bulldogs consists chiefly of
eight boys--four seniors, two jun-
iors, and two sophomores.
Kenneth Bradley is a starting
guard. He is a 5-9 junior. Kenneth
played in the B-games last year
but saw some varsity play. He
could provide the spark the team
needs. His favorite subject Is
study hall and his hobby is girls.
Ladd Stokes, the other guard, is
5-8. A junior, Ladd has little var-
sity experience but he has plenty
of B-team time. Ladd's favorite
subject is shop. Hia hobby is also
girls.
Herbert Patton, a 8-3 center, is
.a senior. He played most of last
year. Herbert is a strong rebound-
er on both boards. His favorite
subject is American history and
his hobby is basketball.
Jerry Lacewrii starts at one
forward pisition. He is the tallest
man on the team at 6-4. Jerry, a
senior, has a good jump shot from
the corner. His favorite subject
is shop.
Don Burnette is a 6-2 sopho-
more. He starts at forward. Don
also has a good jump shot. His
favorite subject is P. E and his
hobby is watching TV.
Bill Burnette is a 6-3 senior
with previous varsity experience.
Joe Bennett is a 5-8 senior guard.
Kenneth Allen is a 6-1 sophomore
up from the B-team ranks.
Twenty-seven Get
Football Letters
This year twenty-seven Fulton
High football players lettered.
The fourteen senior lettermen
are Hal Warren, Jimmy Cheatham,
Bill Burnette, Joe Bennett, Tom-
my Bowden, Mike Calliham, Jim
Bushart, Mike Walker, Lynn
Newton, Charles Rice, Charles
Willingham, Barry Bondurant,
Jerry Lacewell, and Carl Hurst.
There were three junior letter-
men: Ladd Stokes, Butch Sandling,
and Rick Stier.
The sophomores had nine let-
termen including Johnny Coving-
ton, Don Burnette, Kenneth Al-
len, Lynn Craven, Tommy Powell,
John Hunter, Paul McClay, Phil-
lip Putman, and John Bennett.
The only freshman to letter was
Duane McAlister.
Jim Hinkle, Tommy Harwood,
Tommy Carney and Mitch Mitch-
ell were the managers for the
team.
Shop in Fulton with local mer-
chants this Christmas.
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STUDENTS GET PICTURES
All lowerclassmen have received
their school pictures. Each student
had the opportunity to purchase
24 billfold size and two colored
five by seven pictures.
The seniors, who will get their
photographs in the spring, order-
ed them from Gardner's studio.
They had a choice of six different
poses and three sizes.
Major Oil Service Station
Tommy Scearce, prop.
Highway 51 By-Pass-Riceville
Phone 9147
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
TREAS DONATES ICEBOX
A small ice box has been donat-
ed to the Bulldogs by Joe Treas.
Ice for injured players and milk
for all the boys are kept in the
box. The ice box has been placed
in Coach Caddas' office.
MOVING FAST!
Today, cne hour of farm labor
produces four times as much foo
and other crops as it did fort.
years ago.
Please accept our sincere thanks for your
friendly good-will and patronage,
and our best wishes for the
Christmas season for you and yours.
J. W. Robertson Gulf Service Station
Eddings Street Phone 1929
an impoAlani pie 4 oviiitintaA
The happiness of chirdren at Christmas
renews in us the joy of life. In every part
of Christmas their faces mirror the wonder
of the season.
We hope your Christmas is filled with
joy in abundance. As you share with your
family, the spirit of the time, we extend to
all of you the best wishes of Christmas.
Merry Christmas from the Employees and Directors of
H1CKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Upright Freezer, elec-
tric stove, lawn chairs, hand tools
and several small items; also 4
Beagles. Ben Thompson, Dresden-
Martin Highway near Bailey's
Store. Phone Dresden 3415.
FARMS FOR SAItg: Some good
buys in farms, of few acres up to
500 acres. I may have the right
farm for you. Robert Goolsby
Real Estate, Phone AD5-3215,
Greenfield, Tenn.
HELP WANTED: A-1 Body man
to do first class work. See Hubert
Adams at Adams Body shop on
Broadway street in South Fulton.
Y l'AG WASHERS, stanoaru
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy white oak standing
timber, custom logs, custom
stave and heading bolts. Con-
tact us fer prices and specifica-
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7-
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
FOR RENT: two-room furnished
apartment. Mrs. Jess Walker, tele-
phone 495.
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade--repair an.1 move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
FOR RENi. Flom sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers. Exchange Furniture Ca
We have complete stocks
Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 701 FULTON
This Chain Saw Is
TOPS
Compact, perfectly balanced; easy
to carry, easy to use on farm,
campsite, ranch or vioodlot!
IHOMIELITE
As Low As $3.45
Weekly after small
down payment.
BMINETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 189 Fourth St.
Come to the
MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
.,00% AIR CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKINS
• FREE TY IN EVERY ROOM
• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• !SOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED
se0TT J IITSWAST INO.Ir
AMC 1.4, JA S SSI
HONE OF THE 'FAMOUS
BELL, TAVERN
?
ft ARROW:
CHAIIICOAl 11101110 SPICIAMIS
EDUCATION MAKING
STRIDES
Education in South Korea is
making dramatic progress, accor-
ding to Dr. Gilbert E. Tauffner,
director of Audio-Visual Services
for Extended Programs at the
University of Kentucky.
WE RENT - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton. Ky.
NOW is Lae time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.
S'CR THE 13EST L'eai tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James Q. Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell go.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
GET YOUR gift certificates at Jet
Lanes- Good for $5.50 Bowling for
$5.00.
Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610
WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 59404 Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders
When It
Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W. BURROW
109 Walnut Phone 61
'arm Loans
Conventional i,oans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I
FREE PARKING!
LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice
FARM LOANS
Long term,-
-Easy Payments
FARM INSURANCE
— — All kinds —
— Crops. buildings,
vehicles. etc. — —
Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St. Phone
TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•
Wade Television
Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ed's note: the foliossing information, aft ppitiE d THE NEWS
by the USDA, ASC. nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies wall be of speed interest to progressive tn the
Ken-Tenn area):
By Tom MeCutehen
County Agent, Olsten County
OBION COUNTY AGRICULTUR-
AL COMMENTS AND EVENTS
One hundred and four County
Livestock Producers attended the
Annual Meeting of the Obion
County Livestock Association last
Monday night. Guest speaker was
Jesse Siifley, Public Relations Di-
rector, Nashville Chamber of Com-
merce. Three directors were elect-
ed, J. M. Mayberry, Bruce Wisen-
er and W. Garrigan, Jr. Some
$500.00 in checks were awarded
corn producers in the State and
County Contest for 1960. The
County Livestock Association now
has 150 members.
Obion County Fertilizer and
Lime dealers mat last Thursday
night to see Soil Fertility work
that has been done in other coun-
ties. Dr. Jim Brown, Southeastern
Representative from the National
Plant Food Institute from Auburn,
Alabama presented information on
what a good soil fertility program
can do to increase farm income.
Joe Matthews, Extension Agrono-
mist, discussed soil testing and
how recommendations are set up
on the state level. Slides were
shown on the 52 soybean, 13 corn
and 6 cotton fertilizer demonstra-
tions yield checked in Obion
County in 1960. Committees will
be set up and a vigorous soil test
campaign started in January.
Thirty-eight dealers and manu-
facturer representatives attended
the meeting.
EVENTS COMING UP IN THE
FUTURE
Annual Meeting — Obion Weak_
ley County DHIA—UTMB, ABL
Building, Room 123, Martin - 1:00
p. m. - 3:00 p. m. V. D. Parson,
Assistant Extension Dairyman,
from Knoxville, will present an
association yearly summary.
PLENTY CANNED!
-"UMW
It is a fact! Did you know it
takes 6-10's of a pound of "head-
less" raw shrimp to make one
4 1-2 ounce can of shrimp; 1 1-2
pounds fresh peas to make one
pound canned; and almost 2
pounds of fresh pineapple to make
one pound canned pineapple?
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Church Street Fulton
Voll0016
en eise
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MANAGEMENT IN FARMING
It seems that as we look at
businesses all over the country,
the by-word is "efficient manage-
ment". Many new ideas and in-
novations are being placed on the
preferred list of changes wherever
business men meet. Most every
publication we read has some-
thing to say regarding more ef-
ficient and better management
personnel; mergers are frequently
mentioned and has become a very
popular subject to talk about.
Then also, much is being done re-
garding mergers; we see evidence
of it in all kinds of business today.
All these subjects and discus-
sions are also being applied to the
farmer and his farm. He is no
longer a "one gallus" operator but
he is also in the same classification
as any other successful business
man. He is the executive type to-
day, rather than just the man who
follows a plow and puts in ten or
twelve hours of hard work in the
field. He is the one who reads
Important subject matter about
his business and other businesses.
He is the one who constantly has
his radio tuned to stations from
which market reports are beamed
and he has favorite times of the
day to be at his television set in
order that he may know what is
happening in the world that di-
rectly affects his business. He is
up and about, attending the im-
portant conferences and meetings
that will help to shape his destiny.
He is among the leaders of his
community who are interested in
change and in trying to help bring
about constant and practical
changes.
There the things that today help
separate the efficient farmer from
the man who simply continues to
follow the plow, in' order to make
a full day, and who also continues
to plant and cultivate as well as
was practiced years ago. The suc-
cessful farmer of today is the man
who has sold his hull and is now
using the services of the nearby
artificial insemination association
which is in most cases farmer
owned. In the place of the bull he
once kept, he now has one or more
milk cows in the herd to produce
him enough milk to pay for all and
more of the services he buys from
his local association. All of these,
and many more is what determines
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
BEST BUY
This Week-End
WE EXTEND TO EACH OF YOU
OUR BEST WISHES
FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS
WITH SUCCESS, HAPPINESS
AND THE BEST OF HEALTH
THROUGHOUT THE NEW YEAR
The Management and employees of:
410."41,
• .0 
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399 EL. Fulton 201 oentrai Ave.
HOSPITAL NEWS
Jones Hospital
Joe Atwell, Cayce, Mrs. Lizzie
Peek, Mrs. Chester Binkley, Linda
Watts, Mrs. Erean Williams, Miss
Flora Oliver, Herman Parks, Mrs.
Robert Lamb, and Arthur Clark,
all of Fulton; Mrs. M. W. Farmer,
Dukedom, Mrs. Joe Faulkner,
Union City, Mrs. S. H. Lowry,
Crutchfield, W. T. Edwards, Wa-
ter Valley and Mrs. E. C. Wayne,
Clinton.
HIliview Hospital
Euwin Roland, Pilot Oak, Lu-
cille McDaniel, Jessie Blackburn,
L. L. Bowen, Mrs. Ernest Hill and
baby, Mrs. Charles Anderson and
baby, Eddie Bell, all of Fulton;
Mrs. Thomas Osteen, Martin,
Route 3, Mrs. Stanley Boyd, Ful-
ton, Route 3, Mrs. Henry Vaughn,
Water Valley, Route 2, and Mrs.
Olive Hale, Crutchfield.
Fulton Hospital
Mrs. Evie Jackson, Wingo, Route
I. Joe Jones, Arlington, Route 2
Mrs. Claud Linton. Mrs. Alonzo
Moore and baby Mrs. Mike Fry,
Marga-et Moody, John Baucorn.
Mrs. Alice McCullar, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Milner, Frank Twig/, Mrs
John Killebrew, and Mrs. C. L
Newton, R. B. Allen, all of Fulton
James Anderson, Fulton, Route 3,
Leonard Wilson, Water Valley,
Route 1, Mrs. John W. Mitchell,
the successful and efficient farmer
of today and the future.
This pattern is now going to
change. In fact,- the requirements
for the successful business man in
tomorrow's economy, whether he
be a farmer or industrialist will be
even more emphasized by the
adoption of more efficiency and
the introduction of those practices
that will allow less mistakes to be
made.
This year has not been the best
by any measurement for farmers
or those engaged in industry. The
cost price squeeze today applies to
many and will continue to be a
determining factor in most all
businesses. It is not eesy to begin
making plans for the year that is
ahead and gee if some changes in
your business cannot be made that
will make it more efficient, there-
by resulting in more success.
These ideas and suelfeatiana are
some of the many that will require
adoption by the successful busi-
ness of the future.
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% bi 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONITIA
No Interest. No earrytng
Charges.
Your policy is typed
ready for you in a few min-
utes, and coverage is effee
uve immediately
Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 180
Dewey Johnson
AD types Inettranee
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
'Covering everything'
Fulton, /LI. Phone MN
422 Lake St.
Clinton, James Gregory McDaniel,
Fulton, Route 2, Rufus Draper,
Clinton. Route 1, Lewis Burke,
Fulton, Route 5, James Pewitt,
Water Valley, W. J. Coltharp, Wa-
ter Valley, Mrs. Jake Ferguson,
Clinton, Route 2, Mrs. Oscar
Rhodes, Water Valley, Mrs. J. P.
Byrd and baby, Fulton, Route 1,
Dora Douglas, Fulton, Route 4,
Mrs. Audrey Whitlock Wingo,
Route 1, Glenn Currier, Crutch-
field, Route 1, Mrs. Mattie Jones,
Clinton, Route 1, W. H. Chappell,
Fulton, Route 2, Mrs. Roselee
Brown, Union City.
rrs A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hill, South
Fulton, are the parents of an eight
pound, 11 ounce daughter born
at 3 a. m., December 20, at Hill-
view hospital.
IT'S A GIRL!
A/2c and Mrs. Jerry Copelat
of Miami, Florida are the pare!:
of an 8 1-2 pound daughter, Tere-
sa Lynn, Born December 13, 1960.
Airman Copeland is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Copeland.
Fulton, Route .4, and is now sta-
tioned in Okinawa.
we pay
5%
interest
ON
savings
First Industrial Plan
107 South 4th St.
Paducah
R. B. Allen Injured
In Fall Wednesday
R. B. Allen of Green Street fell
at his home Wednesday morning
and injured his hip. He had been
outside to get his newspaper and
had gone back into the house when
he fell. He was taken to the Ful-
ton Hospital in a Hornbean ambu.
lance, where It was revealed that
his hip was not broken.
Mrs. Allen, his wife, fell and
broke her hip a short time. ago.
MERRY CRISTMAS!
74"77, .77W1
LigI only sell Two Things—but
Both of them are good. Good
Popcorn and The Fulton News.
Thanks for your patronage'
Gial OE EVEN Elgin Olt $111111111E111
DIMOND ICHOURIE
Popcorn Stand in Lake StreetL
1/1017/1/171111111117/11111111110
We wish you the
greatest happiness that
comes with sharing Christmas
with friends and neighbors
and with sharing the
Holiday with Him,
in His house
3111errii Thrizimag
FULTON ICE COMPANY
"Bob" White and employees
Hundreds of flowery words and phrases cannot
compensate for the sincere wishes contained in the
old greeting: "A Merry Christmas!" As the
chimes intone the Christmas music, may you have
a sense of happiness in their enjoyment.
jouctiss
BEN FRANKLIN
LOCALLY Ovve/LD e NATIONALLY K N 0 A' FY
Home owned and operated by Mr. and Mrs. W. .M. Adams
Lake Street Fulton
Le
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Letters To Santa Claus
Pr em The MIS "WNW
To start the season off right, the
students of Fulton High have writ-
ten their letters to Santa, hoping
that their request will be filled.
Here are a few of the letters.
Dear Santa:
We are two little girls, 16 and
17 years old. We ! :-/e tried to be
good so we have a long list and
here it is.
Being the young-:t, my letter is
first. I would like a South Fulton
football player. He has brown hair,
blue eyes, is about 5'7" and very
handsome. (to me) You will know
him, for he is always out in front
of the school spraying water on
everyone.
My sister wants a little boy doll
that is 6'2", has brown eyes and a
blue, 1954 Ford convertible, some
typing paper for the problems
that she has to do over for Mr.
Jackson, a visit from Mr. Kennedy
so he can tielp her in Civics, and a
larger chemical chart for the un-
known metals she dreams up.
There will be some cookies and
gin under the tree.
Love Ya,
Those Beggs Girls
Dear Santa,
I don't really want too much this
year, but it hasn't been easy, be-
!ieve me. With people running
around hiding my head all over
the place, it's awfully hard not to
get mad.
I don't rally want too much this
year, but if you could possibly
find a vent big band-aid for my
poor broken nose and a gum scrap-
er for my buttons, I would really
(
,
kishing you
all
jogs
-the,
plum
gasox
Rogers 81 Gilbert
Super Market
Fourth Street Phone 500
appreciate it.
Also, you could bring a statue of
Mr. U. S. Grant, so then maybe
the kids could steal his head in-
stead of mine.
Thank you for the presents you
brought last year.
See you soon,
Robert E. Lee
Dear Santy,
I am just a small 14 year old
Freshman at Fulton High. Christ-
mas is just around the block and
I thought I would remind you of
the FEW things you might be able
to bring me for Christmas.
Here is the list of things I
want: One red fire engine to drive
all the sophomore boys around in;
one "Betty Crocker Cooking Set",
so my knowledge of FHA can be
advanced; one "Betsy Wetsy Doll"
to practice on in Future Nursing
Club; a minature adding machine
so my algebra problems won't be
so hard.
Also you could send me a min-
iature map of the world so I can
find Miss Martin, and a picture of
a "Brave Bulldog" to hang in the
hall and remind the students of
school spirit.
That's all except for the teach-
ers. Bring Mrs. McKnight her
colored chalk, Miss Martin a red
pencil, Mrs. Haws a book entitled
"The Key to Latin Translations",
Mrs. Rice three diagraming rulers,
and Mrs. DeMyer a rake to rake
her yard if she ever gets rolled
again.
Bye-bye,
Sandra Ballow
Dear Santie Claus,
I am a wittle girl 16 years
young. I have been a very good
girl.
This year for my truckload of
toys, I would like these thing:
some white lipstick so my mom-
mie can't tell you know what; a
dog collar and chain for Paul Jr.;
and I also want him to come down
the chimney with you, if both of
you can make it. Last of all, I
want at least Mx boxes of kleenex
so I'll have enough for Judy Cope-
land, Kay Morris, and me.
Don't forget there will be cake
and champagne under the tree for
Happy Christmas
Merry New Year,
Joyce Owens
Dear Santa,
I am a little (?) girl seventeen
years old. After a year, I'm final-
ly forgiving you for drinking the
last Coca-Cola I had last Christ-
to Ines. since Lige* fgegiven ewe,
decided to write you and tell you
what I want for Christmas this
year.
First of all, I would like for you
to give Lynn Newton some com-
pliments to pass on to me Instead
of all those cracks about my fat.
I also want a Bulldog that can run
faster than Lumbar Bowden. I
think it would be nice to have a
computer installed in Mrs. Mc-
At Christmastime our t
to our friends. May we
your Christmas radiate
In your hearts? May
Christmas you hope it
houghts again go out
express the wish th.it
warmth and happiness
you have the sort of
will be.
CRUCE GROCERY
East State Line Phone 1300
Volume Twenty-rfine
Knights class that could do
EVERYTHING. I would like to
have my premonition validated
that the Bulldogs will overwhelm
everyone with their 1960-61 bas-
ketball record.
I hope I haven't asked for too
much and you can make all these
things come true. Thank you.
Judy Moore
P. S. If you can't find that Bull-
dog, maybe one of your reindeer
would do?
Deer Santa Claws,
Cents quite a few students up
hear can't spel, I sin righting fore
those who ken% eksPecilly Thom-
as Carney.
Santa, Jim Bushart wood Ilk a
pare of iron nukles and a punch-
ing bag. He shos a grate talent in
Fulton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, December 22, 1960
this feld.
Jimmy Green says he cud use a
duk hunting bote. It mite keep
him out of jale.
Jimmy, Jim, Mitch, and eks-
pecilly Jerry wood like dimond
studed yo-yos with long strings.
Judy Moore, who is wonted by
the polise in Little Rock, will
probly be down their for Christ-
mas so don't foreget her.
Lynn Newton wood like a gift
from Phrankphurt, Hal Warren
wood like one frum South Phul-
ton, and Sandra Williams wood
lieke one frum Dukdum, wherever
that is.
That's about it for this yer. We
will have sum gin and rum kak
under the tre.
Luv,
The cud spelr of FHS
11111101111111:111Mill
Dear Santa Claus,
I am a little boy about 1 month
old. I have tried to be a real nice
boy, and so don't blame me for
what happened on October 26.
I don't have a very long list,
but here it is.
First, I want a new leg. My first
one was burned up. Second, could
you please have me sewn up again.
Sandra tried, but I was so far
gone by then, that she couldn't
do too awful good a job.
Third and last, Santa, please,
PLEASE, let me stay over here at
Fulton High. They treat me so
nice. They hung me up in study
hall so that I could see everything
that was going on. And everyone
spoke to me during the day. Why
you would think that I was a cele-
brity or something. Any way, don't
Our good wishes are many, our hopes
for happiness are warm and deep, our
thanks for your patronage are hearty.
We say it all with, 'Merry Christmas.'
OF FULTON
make me go back to South Fulton.
They are really mean over there.
Why they were even going to burn
me up!!
Well, that's all for this year,
Santa, I'll try to be real good next
year. Maybe they'll hang me up
again!!
Your little pal,
The Dummy
Dear Santa,
We are three good little girls.
We want you to bring a lot of
spirit to our school.
The black-headed girl wants to
win all the basketball games and
to hold on lo that special little-
bitty boyfriend.
The blonde-headed girl wants
you to bring many, many toys, and
also a new love.
The brown-headed girl wants
Number 51
all the love of the big _muscle-
bound boys o/ FHS.
Please be good to us little bitty
girls. We will have some yummies
under the tree.
Love,
Blon.11e, Browney,
and Blackie
Dear Mr. Claus,
I am a Junior at Fi :ton High.
I've tried to be good all year long.
Thanks for the things you
brought last year.
This year, I want a girl by the
name of Patsy Burge. She is a
cheerleader at Wingo High School.
If you have any candy or nuth left
over, leave them in my stocking.
Your little pal,
Jim Burton
The True Meaning of
(Guest Editorial by Susan Stokes.
Fulton High School
Over and again people have written
on the true meaning of Christmas.
Some have exposed the present prac-
tic of commercialism. Then you ask,
"Why are you writing this?"
Once a problem is solved, you
hear little fuss over it. Can you, the
reader, say we have done away with
the monetary values during Christ-
mas time? No. Therefore we still have
Christmas
the problem.
In the opinion of this observer,
this is a season for a song in the air, a
star in the sky. This is a season for all
men to sing "Joy to the World, the
Lord has come, Let earth receive her
King." This is the day to come bear-
ing gifts to our King. These gifts can-
not be bought in the department
stores or in mail order catalogues.
They can only be bought through our
individual love for God and man.
The Christmas Season
(Guest Editorial by Dave Austin.
Fulton High School)
The Christmas season, with all
it's hustle and bustle, merriment
and excitement has rolled around
again. It is time to rush out and buy
that last minute gift for a close friend
or relative or to rush to the post of-
fice to mail hearty Christmas greet-
ings to some distant kin.
Most people are either having
company, going visiting and meeting
friends, decorating the house, or go-
ing to numerous parties or dances—
but is this the true Christmas spirit?
Is Christmas becoming just a time for
frolic and merrymaking with the real
spirit forgotten?
Christmas is supposed to be a
time when people are filled with the
joy of life and the love of God, not
just a time when gifts are exchanged
according to what was received last
year. This is when the birth of Christ
is celebrated, and this season is rapid-
ly becoming an elongated Fourth of
July holiday.
The true spirit of Christmas is in
giving and appreciating the things
you have to be thankful for; not-simp-
ly looking forward to the Jones' party
or what someone is going to give you
this year.
This is supposed to be the most
reverend time of the year, but, un-
fortunately, most people have forgot-
ten the true meaning of Christmas.
The Forgotten Meaning
(Guest Editorial by Karen Dublin.
Fulton, High School)
Christmas—one of the most joy-
ous and heartwarming times of the
year.
Christmas is a time for gift giv-
ing and receiving; a time for parties
and dances and receptions; a time for
cookies and candies and fruitcakes
and huge holiday feasts; and some-
where, squeezed into this gay, mad
rush, it should also be a time for re-
verence and love.
This year Christmas falls on Sun-
day, and many churches will have a
Christmas morning service. A great
many people, however, will probably
be too busy opening presents, cooking
dinner, and such, to go to church.
They will have forgotten the real
meaning of Christmas.
So while rushing around on
Christmas morning, stop and remem-
ber the reason for all this happiness
and joy—it is Christ's birthday.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK'
Christmas
By Harold C. Gardiner
Literary critic and author of In All
Conscience
Things are prone to be upside
down at Christmas time.
CAN ANYONE recall ever hav-
ing been spanked on Christmas Day?
No rules, no discipline that day—and
that was an upside down state of af-
fairs in itself.
Yes, Christmas is gloriously up-
side down. Even the very word that
names Christ's birthplace, that lovely
word Bethlehem, got into the mix-up.
Our English ancestors, in their love
for shortening names, used to call it
"Bedlam." Then in the course of time,
there was a priory established in Lon-
don, which gradually became a hos-
pital devoted to caring for the insane.
It was called St. Mary's of Bethlehem.
As Bethlehem had been commonly
called 134:dlam, so was the asylum for
the insane and so gradually were all
such .,aces, so_ that now our word
"bedlam" means confusion and dis-
order and says nothing to us of the
little Judean town which saw the
birth of the Christ Child centuries
ago.
BUT BETHLEHEM was no Bed-
lam, we protest. There was no trace of
Babylon there, no confusion. Rather,
there was peace when "all things
were in quiet silence, and the night
was in the midst of her course" and
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God's "almighty Word leapt down
from His royal throne."
How sad, then, ever to have call-
ed this peaceful little town Bedlam!
The up-side-downness of Christmas
should not touch the real meaning of
Christmas, for that is too sacred that
was too ordered and peaceful.
SACRED? Yes. But ordered?
There was an orderliness there on that
stilly night, as there is always an or-
der in God's doings, but it was a Di-
vine order. And to our poor, dim,
half-opened minds, the order of God's
plans is often a topsy-turveydom.
Where is the order that our pru-
dence would recognize in the first be-
ing last, in losing your soul to save it,
in the humble exalted and the exalted
humbled?
So perhaps our old English carol-
ers and preachers were right after all
in calling Bethlehem Bedlam, with all
that word has come to mean, for
there, as in all God's great strategies,
there was a Divine topsy-turveydom:
God an infant, Joseph and Mary, royal
travelers, finding hospice in a poor
stable-cave, shepherds conversing
with angels, a proud king troubled
over a just-born Baby.
THANK GOD for Bedlam, then.
To accept the inversion of our human
values that Bethlehem meant is a sure
and mortal blow to our smugness,
which makes us prate of order being
Heaven's first law. It may be, but it
will be God's order, not ours.
If only Bethlehem can shock our-
centeredness deeply enough, perhaps
we can be parred out of our amnsia,
in which we forget who we really are,
back into a wakefulness that keeps
vigil always at the Manger at Bethle-
hem. Perhaps we will be shocked out
of our real madness into the madness
of a Bedlamite, mad with the Divine
topsy-turveydom of the first Christ-
mas night, which saw, with still-held
breath and full heart, Omnipotence in
bonds and man free.
I'M PUTTING CsiftisTMA,s
SEALS oN ALL MY
HOPE You'LL NELP Fiwr
TuaeRcuL0515 Too!
HENRy
Use Christmas S•als
tilt [lag %own *w.f. atei.. World rides mamma
en! 
FROM THE FILES.—
Turning Back The Clock--
December 20, 1940
Special Christmas services will
be conducted at the various Fut-
, churches on Sunday, Decem-
' r 22.
The Stamps Dixie Four, radio
singers over WMS. Memphis, were
in Fulton Monday night and pre-
sented a musical program at the
Science Hall.
The South Fulton Red Devils
defeated the Troy High Trojans 32
to 2 at Troy Tuesday night.
Lonie W. Bondurant. 75 years of
age, died Monday moniing in the
Unon Cty Clinic after a long ill-
ness-
Charlie W. Moore, age 65, died
last Thursday afternoon at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Hugh
McAlister, north of Fulton, fol-
lowi:ig a brief illness.
Funeral services were held last
Friday in Jackson for Mrs. Mollie
Trust, who died at her home there
on Dec. 11.
Moon Mullins, who acted as
manager of the Fulton baseball
team the latter part of the 1940
season, has been named as man-
ager of the Fulton Tigers for 1941.
The Young Men's Business Club
has completed arrangements for
their anual "Snow Ball" Christ-
mas-New Year Dance, which will
be held on the night of December
30th starting at 10 o'clock in the
new Woman's Club bulding.
The Fulton Bulldogs lost to the
Bardwell Indians by a score of 27
to 22 in Bardwell last Tuesday
night.
1
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An Illsternal review of TIM CIVIL WAR DAY-IIT-DAY
I
100 Years Ago This Week
I ST WILLIAM K. 1111•KIMItlf
Because it happened only a
hundred years ago, the Civil War
seems to be rather recent to most
of us. Those Americans past mid-
dle-age can remember grandpar-
ents telling stories of the War be-
tween the Confederate and Union
forces. In comparison, the Revo-
lutionary war is very ancient in-
deed.
Believe it or not, to the people
of 1360, the War of the Revolution
was so close behind them that
there were then many people still
living who had fought in the War
for Independence . • . just as some
people in the South in 1860 were
wondering if they would not soon
be fighting a new war . . for
Southern e Independence!
The newspapers of October,
1860, told of three different indi-
viduals who had lived through the
Revolution . . . one was the last
man alive who had fought at
Bunker Hill, another had been in
the British army under Cornwal-
lis, and the third had been a slave
in South Carolina.
Boston was planning an affair
to commemorate the Siege of
1775. The last survivor of the Bat-
tle of Bunker Hill was invited,
and accepted Ralph Parham, the
old soldiOr, lived In Maine, said
the papers, and though be was
then a hundred and four years
old, had a good memory and was
still in good health In his letter of
reply, the Veteran said: "I receive
eviery year my pension of $61.66,
though I had to pay a lawyer $4
to get the pension for me." Far-
ham served through three cam-
paigns, and was present when
Burgoyne surrendered. "There is
no need for any special praise for
me," he said. "I only did what
others did."
Farham was only 18 when he
enlisted with Col. Prescott and
walked down to Boston to help dig
the ditch on top of Breed's Hill
(where the Battle of Bunker Hill
actually took place.) What did
Farham remember best about the
War of the Revolution
"Tile buckets of ali• an grog of-
fered when his conniany marched
through one town." (G. Is never
change!)
Mr. Henry Church, who had
lived on the B. & 0 Railroad neer
Burton's Station, (likl in October
of 1860- He was 120 years old.
Church was a native of England,
but came to Americn with the Bri-
tish army under Cornwallis. He
fought in the campaigns in the
South against Green, "Swamp
Fox" Marion, and other noted
American patriots. Church was
taken prisoner during the Battle
of Yorktown, and afterwards de-
cided to remain in this country.
When he died, he left several
children who were over 80 years
of age.
In October of 1860, the new cen-
sus report at Charleston, S. C.
showed a total of 40,195 persons.
Of these, 23,327 were white, 3,257
were free colored, and 13,060 were
Negro slaves. A similar report was
made of the population of Savan-
nah. One of the Savannah slaves
was a colored woman named Cor-
nelia Leslie. She was 125 years
old.
Cornelia was born in Georgia at
Silver Bluff, and had a distant
recollection of the War of the
Revolution and remembered the
siege of Savannah In 1776 when
that city was taken by the British.
In October of 1860, times had
changed for Cornelia . . she was
no longer the slave of a white man
. . now "she was the slave of her
own son, wild was a free Negro."
Now that the War between the
States has been over for ninety-
five years, we Americans often
say: "How was it possible that
states could fight each other? The
answer was much simpler in 1860
than it would be today. People
were sectional-minded (they still
are today, but to a lesser Sense).
They had customs and institutions
which were ancient and . . . at
the time. • • honorable, but which
other !sections did not admire. And
there were many who had lived
before there had been a United
States! Ralph Farham, Henry
Church and Cornelia Leslie were
only three • . there were and
there had been a host of such peo-
ple. To many of them, the United
States was still on trial. "And,"
they said to each other, "if we
don't like it, we'll get out of the
Union." And so we had a War.
JUDGING TEAM FIFTH
The Meats Judging Team at the
University of Kentucky ranked
fifth in the intercollegiate judging
contest at the International Live
Stock Exposition in Chicago. Of
the 28 college teams competing,
UK ranked fourth in beef grading
and ninth in beef judging.
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Each year we strive to find a new way
to express our thanks. but invariably
we come back to the most pleasant
wish od them all—Merry Christmas.
OWENS FLORIST
Mrs. R. A. Owens, Owner
"Your Neighborhood Florist"
Phone 621 804 Vine
GORHAM - TOWLE - WALLACE
LUNT - HEIRLOOM - INTERNATIONAL
STERLING SILVER
BULOVA HAMLTON - ELGIN
LONGINES - WTTTNAUER - WYLER
WATCHES
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
Mayfield and Murray
BIBLES
Complete Assortment, all Sizes, Styles
White Bibles White Testaments
PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Lake Street Fulton
Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A maligned customer in our
best testimonial. That Is
why we give you fast, effici-
ent, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!
Antennas Installed
Roper Television
306 Main Street Phone 307 1
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Christmas
GreW$s
KING MOTOR COMPANY
Mollie King, prop.
West State Line Phone 1267
FRY SHOE STORE
Lake Street Fulton
AT CHRISTMAS
and
ALWAYS!
The Christmas Season has, and always will be,
a time when men individually can express their own feelings
of goodwill and exchange friendly greetings.
GRISHAM-BUTTERWORTH
Men's Clothing Store
Main Street Phone 210
hi the Spirit of the Season, we
join with your many friends
in wishing you the best of all
the good things of life in the
years to COME.
,()111'1../111113
X-MAS or Christmas ?
(Guest Editorial By Hal Warren.
Fulton High School)
As one walks down the main
street of our city, he will see many
seasort's greetings. All are meant in a
cheerful and friendly way, wishing
each of us a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Over half of these greetings will
read Merry X-Mas, mainly because it
takes up too much room to put Christ
FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
uniu.sokaa greeting Cards
ItYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery
Scott's Floral Shoppe
l'hone IS-) Fulton
in Christmas. Let's think about this
for a moment. Are we putting Christ
in our Christmas or do we push him
to one side because he takes up too
much room? Have we gone so for off
base as to c_rget that this is the birth-
day of our Savior Jesus Christ?
By thanking the Lord for the
many blessings we have received and
remembering that 1,960 years ago our
Savior was born, we can put Christ
back into Christmas.
MOM THE FRE "KENNEL"
The Christmas season has final-
ly arrived, bringing with it parties,
vacations, relaitves, and the third
edition of the KENNEL.
In the very near future the
KENNEL Staff and the annual
staff will be moving down stairs
BRADY BROTHERS GARAGE
106 West State Line Phone 79
A /
ot from the standpoint of
custom only do we send you this mess-
age of Christmas cheer, but with genu-
ine appreciation of our pleasant assoc-
iations in the past. We extend to you
our best wishes, and may happiness
and prosperity be yours through all the
year.
Barnette Tractor Company
"Your John Deere Dealer"
Fourth Street Fulton
DORON T. COLLEY
Building Contractor
114 Plain Street Phone 1524
formerly of Fulton, now of De-
troit.
The wedding was November 14Announcement is made today of
1960 in Detroit.the wedding of Miss Betty Poe of They are making their homeAnna, Ihmois and Grange Halter, Hot Springs, Ark.
and into the new publications
room. From all present appear-
ances It will be very nice and
much roomier than our present
home, but we will kinda miss the
old place.
What is now the publieations
room will become a badly needed
science storeroom. A concrete
floor has been layed in the home
ec sewing room and other im-
provements are to be added. All
this is causing no end of disturb-
ance at FHS, but it will almost be
over by the time we come back to
school after the holidays.
All the Bulldogs should be rosi-ly proud of going to the Christmas
tournament at Mayfield. The boys
have worked real hard to get
there and they deserve all the
credit we can give them. The fans
did a lot better at the Benton
game about razzing the referees 1
and the opposing team, and the
whole student body has got good
school spirit. Could it be because
we have a good team?
Several students around FRSdeserve congratulations and we
are going to give it to them. Take
a bow: Jimmy Cheatham and Bill
Burnette for receiving four-year
scholarships to UK; Susan Stokes
for being chosen student band di-
rector; the five people elected to
the Quill & Scroll; the Bulldogs
for beating Benton, 20th in the
state; last but not least the KEN-
NEL Staff for their support and
enthusiasm during the first se-
mester.
Until the KENNEL Banquet in
February, when Professor L. H.
Edmondson of Murray will speak,
this is the last edition of the paper.
Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year!
Pep Jug Boosts
Fulton High Spirit
As you know this summer our
cheerleaders went to Ole Miss,
where they learned many yells
and skits. While there, they found
out about "a pep jug".
This is a large bottle covered in
blue crepe paper and has PEP
JUG written on the side.
The "pep jug" has a blue cork
on the top, and whenever the cork
Is taken off everyone is supposed
to yell. The cheerleaders hope that
all will co-operate with them and
have plenty of pep. They want all
the students to join in and cheer
to support the "Bulldogs" in their
coming games this season.
Hailer-Poe Wedding
lristnia
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
• ..1:<•:•:-:•:-:•:•:•:•:6,:•:.ocee:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•!..•
Fulton
51 By-Pass Phone 134
and a great big "THANK YOU" for everything during the past year!
This has been an important year for us, and we owe its success
to you, our customers. We are most appreciative and we thank you
tor y.our..'. patronage. Along with Christmas Greetings we wish a Hap-
py and Prosperous New Year to everyone and seriously hope this is
the one, best yet for Fulton.
OK •• PARISIAN
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS
By Karen Dublin
The drawings for the Mayfield
Christmas Tournament were held
iimday, and the Fulton Bulldogs
ben, one of the top teems in the
-egion, the host team, Mayfield.
The game will begin at 900 on
Wednesday night, December 28. A
'iuge crowd of Fulton fans are ex-
-keeled to go to Mayfield and
cheer the team on to victory.
The Big Blue really started
oiling last week, as they knocked
le%' 0 teams out of the unbeaten
-anks, and won another in an
,vertime thriller.
Last Tuesday night. before
'ubilant home crowd, the Bulldogs
iowned the Benton Indians, 53-47.
The Indians were undefeated and
were rated the No. 20 team in the
whole state, and No. 2 in the re-
:ion, but the Fulton team was just
too much for them.
On Friday night, the team scor-
d eight points in an overtime pe-
-iod to edge the Carlisle County
Thmets, 58-55. Don Burnette was
high-pointer for the Bulldogs.
Then on Saturday night, they
really poured in the points in the
"ourth quarter, and 'cored a 55-42
victory over the Calloway County
Lakers. Calloway County was also
3reviously undefeated.
This Tuesday night, the Bulldogs
-ook on th!e South Marshall Rebels
'n Carr gym. It was the last game
before the holidays.
This week, in the Courier-Jour-
nal's ratings of high-school bas-
ketball teams, the Bulldogs were
"'tad in the No. 6 spot in the re-
lion. Only 5 teams—North Mar-
shall, Blenton, Mayfield, Hickman
Ca, and Lowes—were rated above
'hem.
The Carl Hurst Benefit Game, to
be held on January 10, 1961, with
7alloway County, is the first regu-
'arly scheduled game after the
Improvements in the high school
building have been partially COM..
skied. The home ec department
has its new concrete floor, the
KENNEL and the annual have
their new publications room, and
the typing room has *ell enhuT-
)11. The workmen have also started
in the new science laboratory.
The musical Christmas program
which the Fulton City Schools
VIusic Department presented on
iunday afternoon, proved to be
ery enjoyable. Many college stn-
lents h.orne for Christmas, coulctn't
iuite believe that it was the
..arne band as last year!
Tuesday night, the Bond Par-
'eta Club gave a Christmas Dance
,t the Country Club for the band
nembers and their dates.
Right after school on Tuesday
ifternoon, the KENNEL sponsored
Christmas reception for all the
:taff members and faculty mem-
3ers. It was held in Mrs. Ben-
.iett's room.
The FHS's Christmas Tree for
he Needy, proved to be a success-
Ill project. The tree was placed in
be study hall, and students were
iaked to bring canned food for
leedy people and place it under
he tree. A great deal of food was
2ollected.
The KENNEL carne out on Mon-
-lay morning. It was the last issue
or this semester. The next issue
will come out at the KENNEL
banquet on February 25, 1961.
The senior class selected their
''Whoa Who" last Friday after-
noon. Chosen for the high honor
If "Best All-Around", were Judy
Moore and Jerry Lee Lacewell.
.13est Personality" went to San-
Ira Stephenson and Cali Hurst.
The "Best School Mims" are
Lynn Emhart and Hal Warren.
The "Wittiest" seniors are San-
dra Williams and Tommy Bow-
len. Chosen "Most Dependable"
were Dortha Duke and Tommy
Carney. The two students chosen
as "Friendliest" are Elaine Beggs
and Jimmy Williams.
The "Most Talented" are 09he-
11a Speight and Jimmy Clark.
Those chosen "Neatest" are Bar-
bara Bone and Charles Rice. The
'Beat Sport" is Kaden Dublin. said
the Most Athletic" is Bill Brunette.
The two seniors who are "Most
Likely to Succeed" are Smola
Stokes and Bobby Joe Hancock.
The "Prettiest" senior girl is than
Covington. sad the "Moot Hand-
wrote" senior boy is .1bn Beeline..
And last but not least, chosen for
"Leadership", are Brenda McKee'
and Mike Walker.
On Tuesday afternoon, at ap-
proximately 2:50 P. M., the MS
students were "set !rear for two
full weeks. The vacation ends on
January 4, 1961.
flo, until then, "Merry Ohrlot-
mas and a real Happy New Year!"
Accurst.
WORKMANSITTP
At Low CORt
Watches. Maks mil Time
Timm at All Made ileast-
Maly Repaired at law Oast
ANDREWS
Disabled 'Veterans And Dependents
Are Reminded To Report Annual Income
Approximately 20,765 disabled
veterans and dependents of some
13,093 deceased veterans in Ken-
tucky who receive monthly pen-
sion payments, are being reminded
by the Veterans Administration to
report their annual income
promptly and avoid the risk of
having their payments stopped.
Olney B Owen, Manager, Vet-
erans Administration Regional Of-
fice, Louisville, Kentucky, said
that VA is now mailing to all pen_
sion recipients a tabulating card
upon which the income report may
be made. Pensions cease undt.r the
old perrsion law if the income of
a single individual exceeds $1400,
or $2700 if the recipient hen de-
pendents.
Under the new law, Owen point-
ed out, pensions will cease if the
income of a single individual ex-
ceeds $1800, or $3000 if the re-
cipient has dependents. The a-
mount of pension may be' reduced
If the recipient's annual income
rises from one of the lower in-
come brackets—$800 and $1200 for
a sing* veteran or widow without
dependents, and $1000 and $2000
for a veteran or widow with de-
pendents.
Go To Church
More than 50 percent of Ken-
tuckians obtaining drinking water
from municipal systems now re-
ceive the benefits of flouridation,
the Kentucky Department of
Health reports.
Water supplies of 42 communi-
ties, serving 859,000 persons, now
contain flourides, the agency said
The flourides help prevent dental
caries (tooth decay).
The agency mid the number of
Kentucky communities having
foundation puts Kentucky in a
leading position among the states
in this regard
A MILLION WISHES
For A Merry Christmas
To The Million People
In WFUL'S Listening Firea
Outer Circle AM Coverage Inner Circle FM Coverage
FOR ALL THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU'VE DONE- FOR US THIS
YEAR . . . FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT, WE SAY 'THANK YOU'
FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS
THANKS FOR LISTENING
Radio Station INFUL
1270 on your AM Dial 104.9 on your FM Band
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SO Proof
$4.15 1/2 Pint
4/5 Quart $1.51
Yellowstone
KSPITUMVSTRAIGHT
SOURSON
4/5 Quart I 1/2 Pint
$4.85 I $1.55
"Where Perfsetion of Product is Tradition"
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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NATIONAL 1130111110111:NCY Alarm Repealer (NZAR) receiver
(Inset) was dannamiraled to the public and ininstry at Charlotte.
Mich., to show bow this automatic indoor warning device could
alert the whole population by a special signal send seer power lines.
Leo A. Hoegh, director of the Office of Civil and Deltas. Mobiliza-
tion, pressed the batten activating the warning ilinnenstration.
110CD al rawest
• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •
Several from this community at-
tended the tobacco sales in May-
field Monday. The reports are
that the prices are satisfactory,
with most crops selling at $4000
per hundred or above that price.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Pryor from
Woodriver, Illinois spent a few
days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Terrell after being called
home due to the death of Ronnie
Brockwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves spent
last weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
D. J. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wright and
Mike made a short visit home dur-
ing the weekend. They returned
to Little Rock, Arkansas Sunday
afternoon.
The community was shocked
when they learned of the death of
Archie Luther who passed away
suddenly Sunday night. Funeral
service was at the Jackson Bro-
thers Funeral Home on Tuesday.
The burial at Mt.. Moriah near
Clinton.
Two recent land sales have been
made in the community. JoeTay-
lor bought the Brundige place
from Darrel Rogers. Bobby and
David Pale bought the Frank
place.
Mr. and .Mrs- Roy Nix enter-
tained some friends with a supper
and Christmas party Saturday
night.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Jim
Burke for the annual Christmas
meeting Thursday at 12:30 p. m.
Visitors are always welcomed.
SERVICE NOTES
MEDITERRAEAN (FHTNC) —
Jerry M. Wlson, aviation ordi-
anceman third class, USN, grand-
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem of
Route 4, Fulton, Ky., is serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Intrepid operating with the
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.
The Intrepid has visited Greece,
Italy, Lebanon and Turkey.
RANCH HOUSE
SELF-RISING
FLOUR
0.•44.06te-A.e.A244.
AT ALL LEADING FOOD STORES
Shop in Fulton with local mer-
chants this Christmas.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News would like to wish
Happy Birthday to the following
people:
Dec. 22: Mrs. Kenneth Adams,
W. M. Killebrew, Cleatus Wil-
banks, Herble Cathey, Ruby Fow-
ler, D. H. French, and Mrs. henry
Ed wards.
Dec. 23: R. Paul Westpheling
III, Jimmy Newton, Hendon 0.
Wright, Godfrey Binford, Mrs. S.
It. Mauldin, Mrs. Clarence Reed,
Charles Brent Burrow, Margie Lou
Sills, Charles Walker, Mrs. Rupert
Browder, Herman Sams, and Paul
Lane.
Dec. 24: George Greengrass,
Mrs. Robert Moore, Polly Thomp-
son, and Robert Jackson.
Dec. 25: Dudley Meacha, Arch
Gore, Terry Taylor, Hal Wiseman,
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Alexander,
Jane Dordon and Mrs. H. L. Col-
lier.
Dec. 26: Becky Wiseman, Mrs.
Oliver Cunningham, Mrs. Elsie
Provow.
Dec. 27: Barbara Watson, Caro-
lyn Neeley, Diane Mullins, Sarah
King, H. C. Sams, Jr., and Ward
Johnson.
Dec. 28: Bee Moore, Tilman
Cooley, Kelton Hardy, Mrs. Alvin
Burrow, Marilee Truett, and Mrs.
ene Boaz.
Dec. 29: Anne Hunt, Max Mc-
Dade, Tommy Beard and Mrs.
Dulca Richards.
MCI2t2
CHRISTMAS
_— 
AND
YEAR-AROUND GOOD WISHES
CITY COAL CO.
Phone 51
Convenient Location
Plenty of F-R-E-E Parking
Your Are Always Welcome
Your Business Appreciated
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
KP'S
Liquor
Store
Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the
 
 
Ford Garage in FULTON KENTUCKY
GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICED WINES
and COLD BEER TO GO
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR.
asaaasimameseauth
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May you have heaps of nice things to brighten your
Christmas, but more important ... may you enjoy
every happiness possible during the season oi
good will.
• • • aisowthank
you for your very
liberal patronage.
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It's fun ... this habit we have of wish-
ing our patrons a Merry Christmas.
Each year, by way of thanking them
for their loyalty, we enjoy the fun of
extending best wishes. So, to all of you,
"We hope this Christmas is the best
ever for you and yours!"
SHAMROCK LIQUOR STORE
104 Lake Street Ext. Phone 1100
MON MI FHB "KENNEL"
Freya The VMS -ILININIMIL.
Classes Change for Semester
F.H.S. Band Members Select Council inSzbe jralecucnaanget s will take place
semester. Firs
Band Council members are, (I. to r., front) Op --
Speight, Mrs. Mike Hernon, (director), Dam
Adams; (back) Susan Walker, Cathy Caambell.
Barry Roper. Danny Carver, and Sandra Maya&
KENNEL Staff
Revised For '61
Some staff changes have been
made by the KENNEL in past
weeks.
The additions to the staff were:
Kenneth Allen— assistant sports
editor; Elaine Beggs — reporter;
Sandra Williams — reporter.
Promotions were: Jimmy Wright,
from exchange editor to managing
editor; Joyce Owens from assist-
ant exchange editor to assistant
circulation manager; Lynn Wil-
liamson from assistant circulation
manager to exchange editor;
Dave Austin from reporter to as-
sistant exchange editor; Ophelia
Speight from assistant copy edi-
tor to copy editor.
Other changes were: Josephine
Hancock from reporter to assist-
ant copy editor; Susan Stokes
from copy editor to reporter; Bill
Leneave from assistant sales
manager to sales manager, Judy
Hoodenpyle from reporter to as-
sistant sales manager; Clete Bests
from sales manager to assistant
business manager; Stanley Jeffries
from reporter to assistant adver-
tising manager.
All Proceeds From Game
Will Go To Carl Hurst
The annual polio basketball
game has been changed to the
Carl Hurst benefit game. The pro-
ceeds from this game usually go
to the polio fotmdation.
The Fulton High students, facul-
ty, and 9chool board decided to
give the proceeds to Carl this
year. This money will be put in a
fund to pay for Carl's medical ex-
penses.
The Bulldogs will play Calloway
County on January 10, the date of
the game.
I71S Band Marches
In Christmas Parade
On November 28 the Fulton
High Band journeyed to Union
City for the annual Christmas Pa-
rode. These were approximately
50 entries which included floats,
bands, and marching units.
The parade assembled at the
Brown Shoe Company and its
course included a complete square
down the main street and back to
the shoe company. Trophies were
given to two bands, Trenton and
Martin.
The Band played the "Christ-
mast Parade March", a medley of
Christmas carols. The majorettes
wore silver uniforms trimmed
with red and green.
The parade was broadcasted on
WENK.
DAYS
Speight Taxi Co.
Jack Speight, prop.
Phone 315
1
A band council haa been elocted for the tint Use
by the members of the Fulton High Band. The Coun-
cil was suggesied by the director, Mrs. Mike Hareen.
Its primary purposes are to promote cooperation
among the members, consider its problems, establish
the policies, and help made decisions concerning the
band
The Council has had one meeting. It was decided
at this meeting to adopt a new Merit System of
Points to determine elegibility of the band members
for band letters and other awards This system is
based on a designated number of points awarded for
grades, performance, extra activities, service, and
other achievements To be elegible for a band letter,
a student must earn 350 points and must be at least
a freshman in Fulton High School,
The Merit System replaces the old system of a-
warding a letter to each member who had served
two years in the band while in school
The members of the council are as follows: presi-
dent Ophelia Speight: vice president Barry Adams;
senior representative Sandra Williams; Junior repre-
sentative Danny Carver; sophomore representative
Barry Roper; freshman representative Cathy Camp-
bell; and Carr representative Susan Walker.
‘-‘1.AY EVERY
HAPPINESS BE
YOURS AT
LITTLE CASTLE CAFE
E. Fourth Street Phone 9156
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will change to business math. Sec-
ond, civics will change to public
relations. Finally, advanced alge-
bra students may quit at the end
of the semester if they wish, as
only 2 1-2 years of math are re-
quired.
It's
Christmas
in our town
In every house ... every
store ... every church
... IT'S CHRISTMAS!
Trees are decorated,
plans arc made and
everybody is waiting
for Santa. Whatever
your plans for Christ-
mas, we hope this Yule-
tide Season is a happy
one for you.
ROY W. and LUCILLE MAURER
14819 Tacoma
Detroit 5, Michigan
die Alp
el &iota
Once again we hear the music of the
carolers announcing that Christmas is
here. Songs of silent nights, and angels
singing, songs of Yule logs and jingling
snow bells. Each and every family finds
again the joys of being together at this
special season.
We hope your Christmas is a happy
one, with the songs of Christmas telling
again the story of peace and happiness
In your home.
John C. Bondurant, County Judge
Kathryn Lannom, County Court Clerk
Elmer Murchison, Tax Commissioner
Ruth Johnson, Circuit Court Clerk
M. E. Garrison, Sheriff
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The Answer Man Answers Answ
One of Fulton High's former
teachers, Mr. B. E. Avers, has
consented to answer some ques-
tions asked by Hal Warren, senior.
Hal—Do the roots of trees grow
in winter?
Mr. Avers—"Contrary to popu-
lar belief the roots of trees do
not grow in winter—they grow in
the soil.'
To everybody ... and
especially to YOU..,
our appreciation for
your loyal patronage
and
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale florist
"Wholesale Only"
-AM
CH ST AS
he happiness oi111 t Chrisimas
- make every day a hippy day
EY
ROPER TELEVISION
Main Street
0111USTMAS
brings pleasant thoughts
of the folks we've met
along the way. It's a
pleasure to think of you
at this season, to thank
you aid soy sincerely
-ie
est wishes
for a joyful ehristmas
Phone 307
Hal—How do bees hum?
Mr. Avers—"Hm-m-m-m-m-m"
• • • • •
Hal—Where are the seven seas
located?
Mr. Avers—"The seven C's can
often be found on a report card
of any FHS student taking 6 sub-
jects and any subject under Mrs
McKnight."
Hal—Do cows sweat?
Mr. Avers—"Only when they
are hot."
Hal—What causes the ticking
sound in wood?
Mr. Avers—"Ticks" -
Hal—What parts of the U. S.
are fartherest apart?
Mr. Avers—"East and West"
Hal—What was the longest reign
in history?
Mr. Avers—The longest rain I
can think of, was during Noah's
time when it rained 40 days and
nights."
Hal—What causes white specks
on fingernails?
Mr. Avers—"Fingernail Dand-
ruff."
Hal—What causes air pockets?
Mr. Avers—"No money".
• • • • •
Hal—Why don't most women
wear watches?
Mr. Avers—"I believe it's be-
cause those old ticks get all over
their arm,'"
Hal—Where are the highest
tides in the world?
Mr. Avers—"In the ocean".
"Oh! Mr. Avers, the little men
in white suits are corning after
you. Watch outf! Too late, Mr.
Avers, you're off to the nut house
again!"
710111 TIMI FEB "imr3ninci."
Principal Announces
Examination Schedule
First Semester examinations will
be held on January 17, 18, and 19.
Each examination will be seventy
minutes long. The schedule is as
follows:
Tuesday, January 17 - Period 8.
Wednesday, January 18 _ Period
1 - Period 2 _ Period 3.
Thursday, January 1^ Period
4 - Period 5.
Remember if any student is
caught cheating on final exams it
will be counted a failure which
can only be removed by repeating
the course.
Students must pay all school
debts by Monday, January 16, or
their exams will not be graded.
No one has to come to school
during examinations except when
they have an exam, but if anyone
does, they are to remain quiet and
stay out of the halls. No student
Ls excused from exams until the
bell rings.
Teachers will be in school
Thursday afternoon, January 19
to give special xams and grade
papers. They will be in school all
day Friday to exchange grades
and make out reports.
KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANION
East State Line Phone 1005
Paul Nanney, prop.
Hunt Returns To MS
After twelve of lying flat on his
back, first in the Baptist Hospital
and then at his home on Carr
Street, Carl Hurst has returned
to school.
Though he is in a cast from the
waist yp, Carl is getting around
to his classes very well.
He will return to Memphis soon
to check on his progress.
MERRYMAN and FRY
Appliances
215 Main Street Phone 126
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Credit Bureau of Union City,
Fulton and Weakley Counties
Fulton Phone 135
Once again the
blessed Spirit of
Christmas has corns.
May this spirit be
yours in the fullest
measure during this
wonderful season
and in the SOOSOSU
that follow.
/lest Wiskes of tire Season
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
Wishing special happiness
For You at Chrisunas
TINY TOGGERY
305 Main Street Phone 1218
Wick Smith Insurance Agency
Main Street Phone 62
As the Christmas season approaches and we stop
for a moment to reminrce, our thoughts are directed
to the people of our community whom we have been
privileged to serve during the year 1960. your trust
in us is regarded with humble gratitude and a deep
personal feeling. We like to feel that duty will make
us do things well but love for our fellow man will
make us do them even better.
In the years ahead, it is our endeavor to hold on
to the ideals of the Yuletide season and make them
work every day of our lives. In doing so we hope to
be able to spread "goodwill among men" and to live
by the age old "Golden Rule."
We would like to take this opportunity to wish
each resident of this area a very Merry Christmas
and the most rewarding New Year ever . . .
Hornbeak Funeral Home
James and
Carolyn Needham
Frank and
Jean LeMaster
Paul and
Ruth Hornbeak
The Fulton News, Thursday, December 22, 1960
Persons With Mental Problems
Assured 'Rights And Dignity'
Department of Mental Health
oersonnel have increased their ef-
fort to "assure that persons with
.motional and mental problems
ire accorded the rights and digni-
y that belong to all humans living
n the Twentieth Century", Com-
missioner H. L. McPheeters said
today in submitting his Depart-
nent's annual report to Governor
Berl Combs.
Among the accomplishments of
fiscal year 1959-80, the report
mentions that more freedom was
given to patients; some physical
improvements were made to the
four state mental hospitals; the
1960 General Assembly appropri-
ated $3 million for a major build-
ing program for Lakeland's Cen-
•
From All
TAYLOR - CHEVROLET- BUICK
PERSONNEL
Phone 38 Fulton
NO TAU OF VW ?ORM
Is there ever • right deur Of
coarse sot. But Christmas,
more this mg ether mama,
should be a ass* of glowing
good spirits, health and hat-
piaes-s. la the fight wind
TB, ii can at least be a time
of hope— when minims, of
American, help by using
Christmas Seals. Aanver your
Christmas Seal letter today.
t
tral State Hospital and passed
legislation to "faciliate court-or-
dered admission and release pro-
cedures to treat mentally sick per-
sons merely as sick persons."
In the year from July 1, 1959 to
June 30, 1960, there were 4,124 ad-
missions to the hospitals, an in-
crease of 1.4 per cent over the
previous year; there was an in-
crease in readmissions-. :1.2 per cent;
there was a decrease in the num-
ber of direct discharges, but a 23
per cent increase in the number
of leave placements, and it is
thought that these two figures are
related. Figures also show that
90 per cent of those discharged
were in the hospitals legs than one
year.
Because of salary limitations,
the report states that the Depart-
ment still has a paucity of pro-
fessional employees but "by the
end of the year it was felt that the
Department's anployees were of-
fering Kentucky's mentally W a
higher level of treatment and care
than ever before."
Reorganized at the end of the
year, the Department's Division of
Community Services realized an
increase in staff members who de-
voted the major portion of their
time to educational efforts and to
consultations with community
We hoc' this Christmas is filled with all
ot the best things in life for you.
As you enjoy Christmas at your house,
may we offer to you our thanks and strongest
wishes for a memorable Christmas.
FRIENDLY FINANCE
Walnut Street
leaders. The Division introduced
a school mental health program in
Louisville and Jefferson County
during the year when it employed
a consultant to work with school
personnel on mental health princi-
ples and problems.
The report also notes that
Bridgehaven, Psychit-
tric rehabilitation center, serv-
ed one-third more recovering men-
tal patients this year than last
and that it received a grant of
$13,000 a year for three years from
the National Institute of Mental
Health to establish a program to
Work with the families of its mem-
bers. ,/
In concluding his report, Dr.
MePheeters pointed out that:
"The Department of Mental
Health did accomplish a number of
things during the year. • • But the
accomplishments should not blind
us to what remains to be done.
" • • • During the last year, Ken_
tuckians spend $3.58 a day on each
of the patients in the mental hos-
pitals _ an increase of 6c over the
previous twelve months. An in-
crease, yes, but a pitifully small
one when all patients' needs and
treatment had to be taken care of
Fulton Hi Accepts
Tourney Invitation
Coach Chester Caddas and the
Fulton High Bulldogs will journey
to Mayfield during the holidays to
play in the Mayfield Christmas
Tournament.
The tourney is being held Tues-
day, December 27 to Friday, De-
cember 30. There will be two
games played on Tuesday and
Wednesday nights and one game
on Thursday and.Friday nights.
The teams besides Fulton par-
ticipating in the tournament are
Carlisle County, Wingo, St. Mary's
High, Calloway County, South
Marshall, Fulton County and the
host, Mayfield.
by this amount, a pitifully small
one with which to initiate new
programs and to develop others.
"Only with the fiscal and moral
support, with the public interest
and understanding of the citizenry
can the Department of Mental
Health offer its patients and all
persons of the Commonwealth the
kind of program to which they are
entitled."
L7re1n9S 
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'We gladly take this opportunity
to say Yerry Christmas
and to express our thanks for
your fine pain:map
Joy Lynn Flower & Gill Shop
JEAN LEMASTER & ELIZABETH JOBE
308 Walnut Phone 260
A cozy fire in the fireplace de-
mands some safety measures,
warns UK Extension safety ex-
perts. Use a screen to keep live
sparks away from rugs and floor.
Always be sure the fire is out be-
fore leaving the house or going to
bed.
HOWARD T. KIILSIY, t0 Meader
of Appaloosa boron and own*, ol thg
Nina Quartar-Citcla Ranch at
Gallatin Gateway, Montana, says,
"THAT'S RIGHT,
11 NO BITE!"
Pint
10 Proo,
MELLOW-MASH
Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
Kentucky Straight Bourbon 00 A 100 Proof Bottloct-Inaolod
DISTILLED MOTTLED as YELLOWS1ON( DISTILLERY CD, LOUISsiltt --4)*LNa0000
GENERAL NOTICE
ALL STATE COUNTY AND SCHOOL
TAXES BECOME DUE
JANUARY 1, 1S1
Pay before that date and avoid the 2% penalty
added January 1.
N. E. GARRISON, Sheriff
FULTON COUNTY
• NOW USE OUR
.DIIIITE= IN
Just drive right up to the window and let us fill
your order as you sit in the comfort and the privacy
of your automobile!
NOW.... you can stay in your car during rainy w *ether or cold weather and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy..., and with no concern about parking! Our "Drive-In" window — first of
It, kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street from
the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Boer • • Cold Wines •• Big selection of all kinds of Liquors
Lake
=or 
./M11
LIQUOR
Located across the street
from the Coca-Cola plant
In Fulton
Street
STORE
Mack Ryan
Joe McAlister
IJ
Bond
AtuflO. KY
L.
cat,
1111•11.
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FROM OUR HOUSE T
REED BROTHERS
Feed and Seed Company
413 College Phone 620
TO WISH YOU ALL THE JOYS OF A
-HAPPY
HOLIDAY
SEASON
AND EVERY HAPPINESS IN THE
NEW YEAR
LAKE STREET 'LIQUOR STORE
Across from Coca-Cola Plant
"Use our Drive-In Window"
Mack Ryan and Joe McAlister
Phone 320
May the Yuletide
shine on you with all
the joys that are a part
of Christmas.
May the days that
follow continue to be
filled with happiness.
We receive no great-
sr enjoyment than
wishing you and yours
the very best.
We have always
valued your friendship
and look forward to
serving you in the dais
to coma.
CAMPBELL'S AIR
CONDITIONING and HEATING
Phone 4263 A. G. Campbell
Dresden. Tenn.
around town with
Oujda Jewell
I understand that judges for the
annual school press contest spon-
sored by the Kentucky Tubercu-
losis Association and its local af-
filiates have been named by Theo-
dore Sanford, association presi-
dent.
They will judge school papers
which have won local contests in
Kentucky by carrying news and
feature stories, editorials or car-
toons about "Careers in Health
Work in our Community" or "How
Our School Fights TB."
At this writing don't know how
they came out, but the local Jay-
cees and Jaycettes were really
busy Monday collecting money
over WFU'L for their Christmas
baskets project.
Joseph L. Rauh Jr, Chairman,
and Mrs. Ernest k. Lindley, Co-
Chairman of the Concessions
Committee of the 1961 Inaugural,
announced today that their com-
mittee is prepared to consider
sample merchandise to be sold as
inaugural souvenirs. Offices have
been established at the Liberty
Loan Building. 14th and D Streets,
S. W., under the supervision of
Charles W. Hughes, Executive
of the Concessions Committee.
T h e Inaugural Grandstand
Committee hopes to be able ti
discourage all those birds who an
expecting to get free seats for tilt
Inaugural Parade.
In this case, the birds are real
awl the seats are the limbs o
nees which overhang the grand
•tands along the parade route.
The Grandstand Committee has
let a $5500 contract to The Ameri-
can Building Cleaning Contractors
to bird-proof 44 trees between
10th Street and 17th Street on the
route that the 1961 Inaugural Pa-
rade will follow.
Fifteen million Americans suffer
from recurring headaches but
more than 90 percent of these oc-
cur in a setting of emotional
stress and can be reduced or
avoided by a change in living
habits. So reports Lin Root in a
January Reader's Digest article,
"Headaches: What You Can Do
About Them."
"Avoid,, as much as possible,
needless, useless worry," is one of
several medical suggestions for
headache sufferers reported.
Regular exercise is a by-word to
those on a diet. And it can bring
about a gradual loss of excess fat
even without dieting, according to
1  Merry Christmas to you.
May this Season radiate its
warmth into the very corners
of your heart and home. in
this wish, we join your many
friends in wishing your
health, happiness and pros-
Pen
CITY CAB COMPANY
Maurice Hardin, prop.
Located at Bus Station
Phone 23
PLAZA COURT
Norman Terry and H. R. Goulder
Phone 294 Highway 51-45W
Dale Breeden, prop
Commercial Avenue Phone 58
nutritionist -a the U. S. Dwarf-
ment of .4kgrieultvire.
9f you're "worn out" from
shopping for Christmas gifts,
you'll want food shopping for holi-
day cookery to take as little time
and energy as possible. So use
your head to save your heels—
plan before you shop, suggests
Mrs. Letta Jasper, UK Extension
specialist in consumer marketing.
Give gifts of food this Christ-
mas—especially to the person who
"has everything." A ready-to-stuff
turkey, a stand rib of beef, several
steaks, or canned foods are some
suggestions given by Mrs. Letta
Jasper, UK Extension specialist in
consumer marketing. Such gifts
can be served immediately or
stored in the freezer, refrigerator
or on the cupboard shelf for later
use.
Here's wishing all of you a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year!
A "ticket-happy" local police-
man informs me that I must get
my car washed, or he is going to
start sending me his laundry bill.
It seems that when he gives me a
ticket, he has to lean against my
car and the coal soot ruins his
clothes. Woo, is me! The trouble is
that I pay so many overtime park-
ing tickets, I don't have any mon-
ey left to have my car washed
P. S. the policeman says he is only
trying to earn that recent raise he
got.
Put your Cnnsmtas tree in a
sq)ot away from the drying heat of
radiators, the fireplace or warm-
air registers. Be sure the tree hold_
er has a good-sized water contain-
CI
cut on the bottom of the tree when the tree absorb more water.
er, knd keep it filled. Make a new I you bring it in the house; this leti
,$s :Ir. •
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CBSIO TIRE CO.
303 Reed Street Phone 947
Luxurious Two-Piece Living Room Suites
Styled for beauty, comfort, wear! Finely-constructed sofa and
club chair with wide arms, button-tufted backs See our selec-
tion of bedroom and living room groups in our new, large dis-
play room!
, TABLE LAMPS
for the living room, for the
den, for the bedroom and for
the boudoir .... New Styling,
new Shades, many colors.
3 Piece Bedroom Suite Complete With Mirror
Designed in the contemporary manner! Double bed, roomy chest and
double dresser crafted of quality walnut veneers. Complete with mirror!
Big Choice! Big Savings!
Smart Occasional Tables
Lamp tables, end tables, step tables, °oaten
tables In every wanted style and finish! For
yourself, for efts!
KNEEHOLE DESK
AID CUM
Cliolmoly-moollo of mabogsay viewers
with brow pulls. Chair has uShollsbured
seat
See Us For Hundreds Of Gilt Ideas For The Home!
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
307 COMMERCIAL AVE. FULTON, KENTUCKY
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HURRY SANTA!
...and as you make your rounds,
be sure to wish all our friends a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Paul Nailing Implement Co.
ORIAN WINSTEAD — JAMES LAWSON
LUBIN GRISSOM
EKRY
CNRISTMINS
MAY THE JOY
OF MANY GOOD FRIENDS
GLADDEN YOUR
-7:TT'.S THIS• . •
Water Valley Implement Company
Water Valley, Ky. Phone FL 5-2611
Warren Johnson, prop.
DEATIS
Mrs. Ina Moore
Mrs. Inez Moore, wife of Earl
Moore of Plymouth, Mich., who
was born and reared at Crutch-
field, died Friday, Dec. 16, in Ply-
mouth. She was 72.
She was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hicks.
Besides her husband, she leaves
a granddaughter, Mrs. Joyce Mills
of Plymouth; a son-in-law; James
Batts of Plymouth; and a great-
granddaughter.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day at 2 p. m at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
J. F. McMinn officiated. Burial
was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were Rupert
Moore, Robbie Moore, Fort Dillon,
Allen Kyle, Hollis Strother, and
Merchel Byrd.
Mrs. Taylor
Mrs. Margaret Smith Taylor,
lifelong resident of Fulton county,
died at 11:35 p. te. Friday at the
Fulton hospital.
She was born December 11, 1879
in Fulton County and was the
daughter of the late Richard Ma-
rion and Palmarie Sutterberry.
Her husband, Thad Taylor, pre-
ceded her in death May 10, 1910.
Survivors include four daugh-
ters, Miss Jo Taylor, Mrs. Nina
Corum of Crutchfield, Mrs. Attie
Barham of Fulton and Mrs. Edna
Ferguson of Arlington; two sons,
Smith Taylor of Fulton and Rus-
sell Taylor of Detroit; three sis-
ters, Mrs.' Della Cooper Mrs.
Laura Scott, and Mrs. Lena oore;
three brothers, Jake Smith of
Cayce, Charlie Smith of Memphis
and Dave Smith of Fulton; 23
grandchildren, 27 great grand-
children and four great, great
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day at 2 p. m. at Harmony Meth-
odist Church, of which she was a
member. Rev. F. R. Bell and Rev.
F. L. Clements officiated. Burial
was in Harmony cemetery.
Whitnel Funeral Houle had
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Crockett
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Friel& 111
Mrs. Ed Crockett, the former
Mary Parker of Fulton, died
Thursday, December 15 at 1:25 at
the Lawrence Hospital in Bronx-
ville, New York. She was a resi-
dent of Scarsdale, New York.
She was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Parker
of Fulton.
The body arrived in Fulton Sun-.
day night at 11 p. m. on "The Pan-
ama". Funeral services Were held
Monday at 2:30 p. m. at the Whit-
nel Funeral Chapel with Rev. W.
0. Beard officiating. Interment
was in the mausoleum in Fairview
cemetery.
Pallbean were Lewis Weeks,
Frank Beadles, Dudley Morris,
Bob White, Charles Gregory and
Clyde Williams, Sr.
Survivors include her husband
and two sisters, Eddie D. and Lo-
rene Parker of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Truman Glass
and son, Johnny, of Florida ar-
rived Friday and are visiting their
parents, tor. and Mrs. Clyde
Johnson here, and Mrs. Rosie
Glass in Mayfield. Mr. Glass will
be in Quincy, Ill, this week attend_
ing a business meeting.
Mr. Wess Jones, local grocer, of
St. Line Road, is on the sick list
and is thus indesposect.
Miss Gloria Ann Bynum has
just recovered from an aggravat-
ing nausea, and returned to Pal-
mersville Elementary School.
Messrs. Kenny Donoho, David
Lassiter. and Gayle Griffith spent
the weekend in Memphis as guests
of a class friend, Danny McQuer-
ter.
10,157 ENROLLED AT 13 IC
Student enrollment at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Lexington
campus reached 10,157 for the 1960
-81 fall semester. This is an ann-
ual increase of more than 500
since 1956.
A. HUDDLESTON COMPANY
Main Street, Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields and
children, Linda and Mike of Los
Angeles, Calif. will arrive today
(Monday) for Christmas holidays
with each of their parents, Rev. J.
Lawrence McClain and Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frields. Mr. Frields is
resting more comfortable in bed
since he suffered a broken hip
on Oct. 21. Many friends over an
area have visited, called and sent
cheer cards.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph True of St.
Louis will arrive here this week
for a visit with parents. Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. True nearby this vil-
lage.
Rev. James Holt filled his regu-
lar appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church this past Sunday
at 11 a. m. The BTU presented
their Christmas program, where
the entire enrollment took part. It
was inspiring and also colorful,
and the leaders are to be con-
gratulated on each presentation.
Gifts were exchanged at the close
of the service.
Get-well wishes are extended to
Mrs. Matheny Cook, who is so
very sick and at this writing she
is a patient at a Mayfield Hospital.
She is the mother of Mrs. John
Smoot.
Mrs. Harvey Donoho continues
to improve at her home near here.
It is slow but steadily but many
friends will be glad to know each
improvement is a delight to many
friends over this area.
On Jan. 12, 1981 Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Frields will observe their 64th
wedding anniversary at home,
where each are shut-ins. No cele-
bration has ever been held, due to
each of their illness at this season.
They pledged their vows at thehome of the late E. R. Abernathy
on Jan. 12, 1896 in the presence of
relatives and close friends with
ESQ. Fagan officiating.
They are the parents of six chil-dren, four sorts and two daugh-
ters. Two of the sons died in in-fancy and their oldest son, Carey
Frields, died in 1956. Three chil-dren, Mrs. Eric Cunningham of
Dresden, Mrs. Earl Mitchell of
Paducah and Rex Frields of Los
Angeles now bless their lives.
David Lassiter will leave this
week for Akron, Ohio, where he
returns for his physical check-up
as an employee of the Commercial
Freight Lines. He has spent sev-
eral weeks here with his parents.
ompiete Line
Hearing Aid Batterij
1..r all makes of hearing alibi!
visit our Hearing Aid Drpari
went at your first opourtuoit.
CITY DRUG CO
ISA Lake Street It 'Anise 74
„17. 11 IL._ t • .1' < 
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FRBY'S FASHION SHOP
Mrs. Guy Irby Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Limiter.
Here's wishing the ..lews, its
staff, the corres; (, dents, and
readers as well, . very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Here is also my Li ristmas Prayer.
God give anew, all ebie above,
They joyous gifts of Hope and
Love.
Give guidance with Thy Holy
Light,
To make our pathway safe and
bright
Give thankfulness for each new
day.
Give time to mink, (Ave Time to
pray. Amen.
gneetinqs
May contentment and
prosperity attend all
your efforts through
the days ahead and
may this Yuletide Sea-
son be one otcomplete
happiness for you and
your loved ones...
NATIONAL STORES CORP.
and employees
Lake Street Fulton
Ot\
Graham Furniture Company
and
Exchange Furniture Company
rrfjzirIFggj... 
BEST e WISHES
FULTON BANK
and its employees
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Visitors Throng
Busy Hong Kong
East and West meet in crowded
ltong Kong in a setting so color-
ful that many experienced travel-
ers consider the British crown
colony one of the most interesting
places on earth.
Here visitors can see brightly
painted junks cluster by the hun-
dreds around ocean vessels, rick-
shas mingle with automobiles, and
wooden shacks sprout next to
modern buildings. A single acre of
Hong Kong's scarce land may be
home to 3,000 people, the National
Geographic Society says.
Women in split skirts called
cheongsams stroll under sidewalk
arcades, businessmen in western
suits stride to offices, and shoe-
shine boys in bare feet yell in
English, "You, mister, shine shoe?"
Since the price of a shine is less
than five cents, they do a good
business.
Looking down from the famed
1,810
-foot Victoria Peak on the Is-
land of Hong Kong, one sees a
blue harbor dotted by sampans,
junks, ferryboats, and liners. Tall
bank, office, and hotel buildings
line the central district on the wa-
ter front below. The harbor, along
with Sam Francisco and Rio de
Janeiro, ranks as one of the best
in the world.
Have Own Gods
Yachts and cruisers zigzag
through floating villages where
about 125,000 boat people called
Hoklos and Tankas spend their
lives afloat. These fishermen have
their own gods, customs, and dia-
lect. Theo children attend boat
SPREADING THE NEWS
and to you, each and every one, we
oztond our thanks and our sincere
BEST WISHES
BOWL IN COMFORT AT
DURING YOUR CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Phone 89 Fulton
Telephone
Talk
by
H. D. HATF.S
Your Telephone Manager
THREE GUESSES what old Santall have in his pack this
year. Princess phones, of course. Just where he decides to
deliver them will be up to you. It can be your friends and
relatives who'll thrill to lovely
little Princess extensions for
Christmas if you'll just call us U.
and make the arrangements.
Who wouldn't like to have a
pretty Princess extension ... so
little, so lovely ... with a night
light that glows softly in the
dark, and a dial that lights up
whcn you lift the receiver. ...
Mother, of course, in her bed-
room, sister in her chatting
nook, or Dad beside his easy chair! The Princess phone
takes hardly any room at all, is light in weight and pretty
to look at. There aren't many shopping days left 'til
Christmas, so you'd better give us a ring right away to
arrange for these delightful gifts.
IF YOU CAN'T BE with your family during the holidays,
why not wish them Merry Christmas by phone. Long Dis-
tance is the next best thing to being there. (Remember,
you get extra bargains after six PM and on Sundays and
all day Christmas).
CHRISTMAS IS a time a worship, warmth, turkey,
presents and family reunions. On this happy occasion, all
of us at Southern Bell extend our warmest greetings to
you and your family. We hope you will have a wonderful
and blessed holiday.
REMINDER for your enjoyment—The Bell Telephone
Hour TV show—a special Christmas program Friday
night, December 23, NBC network. You'll find tittle and
channel listings in your newspaper.
CHRISTMAS CAROL
The young choristers with
their glowing lanterns ex-
press the happiness of the
holiday season. Use Christ-
mas Seals to help protect
hesIth and happiness against
tuBerculosis.
FIGHT TI
WITH CHRISTMAS SEALS
schools daily.
With limited tariff controls,
Hong Kong offers low prices for
items such as American cigarettes,
British tweeds, French perfume,
German cameras, Swiss watches,
Japanese pearls, and tailor-made
suits.
There are unique customs at this
East-West crossroad. The govern-
ment builds sharp-angled roads to
reassure the Chinese who believe
evil spirits cannot turn sharp corn-
ers.
When a temple stands in the way
of a projected highway, ranking
government officials take solemn
part in a ritual to placate the gods
who will be irritated at having to
adjust to new housing.
While the government prohibits
automobile horn blowing in down-
town areas, funerals equipped
with three or four bands may pa-
rade 'through main streets playing
loud, fivetone music.
There are two New Years in
Hong Kong, the Western Gregor-
ian and the Chinese. The govern-
ment authorizes a holiday for each.
The Chinese usually observe their
lunar calendar New Year in Feb-
ruary. Fireworks displays and
dragon and lion dances last at
least a week.
Though it is already brusting at
the seams, last year 138,000 travel-
ers, including 50,000 Americans,
flocked to the "Riviera of the Far
East."
New Hotels Rising
New hotels are being construct-
ed, but Hong Kong still has trou-
ble housing all its visitors. The
government asks tourists to be
sure of hotel reservations before
making the trip.
The Crown Colony is a 391-
square-mile speck on the south
China coast. More than 3,200,000
people, including 1,000,000 refu-
gees and 20,000 foreigners, live in
the territory.
China ceded the Island of Hong
Kong to Britain in 1841 and later
gave up Kowloon. The New Ter-
ET! RAVI AL PARTY
Annual Starts Ad Sales
On January 24, the advertising
staff will begin selling the ad-
vertisements for the 1981 An-
nual. This is one of the most im-
ritories, a part of the mainland
behind Kowloon plus about 75
scattered islands, was leased in
1898 for 99 years. The colony
shares a 17-mile border with Com-
munist China.
Most complete stock la Fulton, Ky.
Wart Kentucky 442-44 Lake Street
Wezkeq
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WE HAVE PLENTY OF FREE PARKING SPACE... RIGHT AT
OUR FRONT DOOR. Rain or shine, cold weather or warm, day or
night, no need to walk more than a few step a from your car
Into our store, with NEVER a parking worry.
PROMPT SERVICE always, because it's just a step from your car
to our door and return. Let us serve you.
BUCK BUSHART, Owner
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portant tasks because if no ads
were sold the annual would not be
possible. This year over $800
worth of ads have to be sold be-
fore the first deadline. The staff
consists of Lynn Bushart, adver-
tising editor, and the selesme.
Mike Walker, Chan Covingtor
Judy Moore, and Elaine Beim
Besides the selling of the ads, th
staff will also compose and plat
the ads in the annual.
May every candle large and
small shine upon an extra-happy
Christmas for all of you.
swirr & COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.
. COMPLETE STOCKS
At All Times Of Your Favorite Brands Of
COLD WINES WHISKIES GINS RUMS
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BRANDS
BIG SAVINGS ON CASE LOTS
CUPS MIXES SUPPLIES
ALSO REAL HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY HAMS
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
FOURTH AND,DEPOT man -- FULTON
Asstaeasasameasamassossarisiasemetrans11,410aPaltallitilbtlIPAPIIIIIMAIMINPAIMPANI smainonarmarawaragaralmaiwasnialalamalma wawa WO wow allaimilW
ALSO THE HOME OF THE FULTON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, distributors (to retailers only) of the following brands of beer:
(Premium): Schlitz, — Miller's: (Regular): Sterling, — Stag, Export Malt Liquor.
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HAPPY
14 0 IA 0 AY S
May you be blessed
with every happiness.
Twin Cities Home Improvement
400 Main Street Phone 145
Ira
tta t,,.,
At Christmas time we realize more than ever how
much it means to have the friendship and good
will of the fine folks of this community. Please
accept our sincere thanks and good wishes.
W & L DOLLAR STORE
Wendal and Louise Butts
Main Street Phone 346
rams TUX FHB "KENNEL"
Conservation Theme Winners Posted
Fvfts The FES "XXINFL"
Party Ideas For
A Happy Holiday
By Wanda CA117
Religious services, the exchange
of gifts, and merry-making--
these are symbols of Christmas
activities. As this merry time ap-
proaches, everyone is either plan-
ning a party or going to one.
• • • •
An afternoon tea dance may
SOUND old - fashioned, but it
doesn't mean that you sit around,
sip tea, and dance the minuet. It
is a more formal way of entertain-
ing. The tea can be held from 4:00
to 6:00 at a place with an adequate
dancing area. Twel4e makes a
nice number of guests. Serve
warm cider or hot chocolate with
small sandwiches.
• • • •
For gals who want to sparkle
during the Christmas season, there
are some festive ideas that will
make you a Christmas sparkler.
Wear a sprig of mistletoe in
your hair.
Wear bells on your shoe laces.
Cover a plastic headband with
black or white velvet, sprinkled
with shiny sequins.
Pin a piece of red-berried holly
at the neck of youx blouse-
• • • •
An Open House on New Year's
Eve is a good way to say good-
bye to old 1960 and hello to young
1961.
While the guests are waiting for
midnight, the party can be kept
lively by mixing games and danc-
ing. After the magic hour of blow-
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AS THE SCENES OF CHRISTMAS
THRONG AROUND YOU, WE'D LIKE
ADD THIS SCENE ALONG WITH OUR.
; VERY SINCERE THANKS FOR YOUR'"
FRIENDSHIP AND A "MERRY CHRIST-
MAS" GIVEN WITH A WORLD OF
WARMTH. MAY EVERY CHRISTMAS
GIVE YOU INCREASED HAPPINESS. •
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SMALL/vIAN TIN SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman
The Conservation Themes have been turned in and
judged. Out of one hundred and fifty themes writ-
ten, five were picked and sent to Hickman to be
judged with the Fulton County High school winners
for the county winner. Those whose themes were
sent to the county were: Clete Beggs - junior; Bill
Leneave - junior; Barry Roper - sophomore; Hal
Warren - senior; and Lynn Williamson _ sophomore.
Bill Leneave and Hal Warren's themes were also
sent in last year to be judged in the county. Hal's
theme was the winner in high school.
The winner for this year in high school has not
been named yet. The county judges will pick the
county winner and then will name the winaer for
Fulton High School.
The first - place entry from each district will be
judged for state awards. Winners of state awards
will receive $100, $75. $50 bonds.
The themes were judged on their originality and
the grammatical writing.
Conservation themme winners surround some of their
subjects after receiving the news of their achieve-
ments. They are from left to might: Clete Beggs,
Barry Roper. "Rudolph", Bill Leneave. Lynn Wil-
liamson, and Hal Warren.
ing horns, ringing bells, and sing-
ing Auld Lang Syne, the promi-
nent people of 1960 can be re-
viewed by playing "Twenty-one
Questions."
Refreshments will prove to be
the easiest way to any guests
heart.
WISHING YOU
ALL THE JOYS OF A
MERRY CHRISTMAS
ROM TUI FRO -IIMIXL"
Attention Seniors
By Mike Walker
it you plan to go to college next
fall, make your choice and apply
now. With more and more stu-
dents attending colleges and uni-
versities now than ever before,
your chances of entering the col-
lege or university of your choice
are growing slimmer.
If you haven't made your de-
cision, write the director of admis-
sions or the registrar of several
colleges you might be interested
In. Information will be sent to you
free of charge. Many colleges will
also send a application form.
When you have considered the
programs of these colleges, make
application to the two or three
you would most want to attend.
By that method you will have a
better chance of gaining entry to
one, even if the college of your
first choice turns down your ap-
plication.
Your admission fees to the other
colleges will be returned provided
you give them notice several
weeks before school begins.
In any event, if you plan to en-
ter college next fall, APPLY NOW.
•
We hors ‘,•ou are sur-
rounded by all things
good 61;4 this Yuletide
Season. Our sincere
•tons to you and a vary
Marry OtriiirnQs.
Dewey Johnson Insurance Company
Lake Street Phone 408
;AA*.
memzy chRistmas
We look back over the past year ... a good one, full
of the enjoyment of life and count ourselves extra
fortunate to have friends such as you.
May the coming year have a full measure of
happiness. And for this season, again we say,
111€1212y ChRlstmas
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr.
PUCKETT'S SERVICE STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr.
Carl Puckett, Jr., Carl Puckett, Sr., Leland Jewell, W. C.
Demons, Charles Hopkins.
Lima TERRACE MOTEL
Charge Batts, Leila Batts, Lynn Newton, Jimmy Newton, Jemmy
Spinits, Bobby Morris, Ima Moody.
Mr. and Mrs C E. Hodges
Mr. and Mrs Hugh Rushton
PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT
Mrs. Roy P. Taylor, Mary Kate Pewitt, Rita Adams, Fannie
Williams, Sandra Hale, Farrah Graddy, Pearl Rushton, Hugh
Rushton, Archie Ferguson, Beatrice Hayes, Dorothy Lightner,
Carrie Williams, Jitter Bug Jackson, Rice Waire, and Richard
Maddox.
